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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41173 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 




Time: 04:01 PM 
Page 1of6 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA.Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 






































New Case Filed - Felony 
Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor 
Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment 
11/03/2008 01 :30 PM) 
Judge 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
John Hawley Jr. 
TCFINNDE Hearing result for Video Arraignment held on John Hawley Jr. 
11/03/2008 01 :30 PM: Arraignment I First 
Appearance 
TCFINNDE Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Magistrate Court Clerk 
Public Defender 
[on the record in open court] 
TCFINNDE Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/17/2008 Kevin Swain 
08:30AM) 
TCFINNDE BOND SET: at 50000.00 - (118-905(A) Magistrate Court Clerk 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 
TCFINNDE No Contact Order: OR Civil Protection Order Magistrate Court Clerk 
Issued 
MADEFRJM Notice Of Hearing Magistrate Court Clerk 
[file stamped 11/05/2008] 
TCURQUAM Motion For Bond Reduction 
TCURQUAM Notice Of Hearing 
TCURQUAM Defendant's Request for Discovery 
PRJOHNLM Prosecutor assigned WHITNEY A FAULKNER 
CCEDWARM BOND SET: at 25000.00- (118-905(A) 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Kevin Swain 
CCEDWARM Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11/17/2008 Kevin Swain 
08:30 AM: Continued 
CCEDWARM Judge Change: Adminsitrative 




TCMCKEAE Hearing result for Preliminary held on 12/04/2008 Kevin Swain 









Chnage Assigned Judge: Bind Over 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/19/2008 
01:30 PM) 
Commitment 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Information 
Prosecutor assigned JOHN S DINGER 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 
12/19/2008 01 :30 PM: District Court 
Arraignment- Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Pages: Less than 100 pages 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 























































Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/02/2009 08:30 Patrick H. Owen 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
0212012009 11 :00 AM) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (I 18-905(A) 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (I 18-905(A) 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 




State/City Request for Discovery 
[file stamped 01/14/2009] 
State/City Response to Discovery 
[file stamped 01/14/2009] 
Notice of Intent to Use I.RE. 404(b) 
State/City Response to Discovery/Addendum 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
State/City Response to Discovery/2nd Addendum Patrick H. Owen 
State/City Response to Discovery/Third 
Addendum 
Patrick H. Owen 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Patrick H. Owen 
0212012009 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
State's Exhibit List Patrick H. Owen 
State's Witness List Patrick H. Owen 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-905(A) Patrick H. Owen 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/02/2009 Patrick H. Owen 
08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: CHANGE of Plea - Less than 100 
pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/10/2009 Patrick H. Owen 
09:00 AM) 
Guilty Plea Advisory Patrick H. Owen 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (119-2520 Patrick H. Owen 
Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony) 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Patrick H. Owen 
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Date: 8/9/2013 
Time: 04:01 PM 
Page 3of6 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
Date Code User Judge 
3/16/2009 ORDR CCHUNTAM Order for Domestic Violence Evaluation, Funds, Patrick H. Owen 
and Access 
4/10/2009 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Sentencing held on 04/10/2009 Patrick H. Owen 
09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
FIGT CCHUNTAM Finding of Guilty (118-905(A) Patrick H. Owen 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) 
JAIL CCHUNTAM Sentenced to Jail or Detention (I 18-905(A) Patrick H. Owen 
Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument)) Confinement terms: 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 6 years .. 
FIGT CCHUNTAM Finding of Guilty (119-2520 Enhancement-use Of Patrick H. Owen 
Deadly Weapon Comm Of Felony) 
JAIL CCHUNTAM Sentenced to Jail or Detention (119-2520 Patrick H. Owen 
Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony) Confinement terms: Jail: 210 days. 
Credited time: 160 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
6 years. 
STAT CCHUNTAM STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Patrick H. Owen 
SNPF CCHUNTAM Sentenced To Pay Fine 100.50 charge: Patrick H. Owen 
118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument) 
SNPF CCHUNTAM Sentenced To Pay Fine 100.50 charge: 119-2520 Patrick H. Owen 
Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony 
ORDR TCWEGEKE Order for DNA Sample and Thumbprint Patrick H. Owen 
Impression 
NCON TCWEGEKE (3) No Contact Order Patrick H. Owen 
4/13/2009 JDMT DCLYKEMA Judgment of Conviction, Suspended Sentence, · Patrick H. Owen 
Order of Probation and Commitment 
4/22/2009 MOTN TCBULCEM Motion for early release Patrick H. Owen 
NOHG TCBULCEM Notice Of Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
4/23/2009 HRSC TCBULCEM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
04/24/2009 01 :30 PM) 
4/24/2009 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Patrick H. Owen 
04/24/2009 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
ORDR TCWEGEKE Order Releasing Defendant Patrick H. Owen 
2/4/2010 STAT CCTOMPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process) 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
Date Code User Judge 
3/5/2012 AFFD TCMCCOSL Affidavit Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD TCMCCOSL Affidavit of PC to Hold Probationer on Agent's Patrick H. Owen 
Warrant 
HRSC CCMANLHR Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 03/16/2012 Patrick H. Owen 
01:30 PM) 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Patrick H. Owen 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Patrick H. Owen 
[duplicate entry] 
ORDR TCMCCOSL Order on Probationer Arrest on Agent's Warrant Patrick H. Owen 
NOPE TCMCCOSL Notification of Penalties for Escape Patrick H. Owen 
3/13/2012 MFBR TCTONGES Motion For Bond Reduction Patrick H. Owen 
NOHG TCTONGES Notice Of Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
RQDD TCTONGES Defendant's Request for Discovery Patrick H. Owen 
3/14/2012 CONT CCHUNTAM Continued (Probation Violation Arraignment Patrick H. Owen 
03/15/2012 11:00 AM) 
MOTN CCHUNTAM Motion for Probation Violation Patrick H. Owen 
3/15/2012 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Probation Violation Arraignment Patrick H. Owen 
scheduled on 03/15/2012 11 :00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
HRSC CCHUNTAM Hearing Scheduled (Admit/Deny Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
03/30/2012 01 :30 PM) 
3/30/2012 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Admit/Deny Hearing scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
on 03/30/2012 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
HRSC CCHUNTAM Hearing Scheduled (PV Disposition Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
05/04/2012 09:00 AM) 
5/2/2012 CONT CCHUNTAM Continued (PV Disposition Hearing 05/18/2012 Patrick H. Owen 
09:00 AM) 
5/18/2012 PLEA CCHUNTAM A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (120-222 Patrick H. Owen 
Probation Violation) 
FIGT CCHUNTAM Finding of Guilty (120-222 Probation Violation) Patrick H. Owen 
JAIL CCHUNTAM Sentenced to Jail or Detention (120-222 Probation Patrick H. Owen 
Violation) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
6 years. 
STAT CCHUNTAM STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Patrick H. Owen 
JAIL CCHUNTAM Sentenced to Jail or Detention (120-222 Probation Patrick H. Owen 
Violation) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 



































































Hearing result for PV Disposition Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
scheduled on 05/18/2012 09:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Order Revoking Probation, Imposing Sentence Patrick H. Owen 
and Retaining Jurisdiction 
Order to Transport Patrick H. Owen 
Hearing Scheduled (Rider Review 09/12/2012 Patrick H. Owen 
09:00 AM) 
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Patrick H. Owen 
Hearing result for Rider Review scheduled on Patrick H. Owen 
09/12/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Amended Judgment Sentence modified on 
9/12/2012. (120-222 Probation Violation) 
Patrick H. Owen 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Patrick H. Owen 
Order Declining and Relinquishing Jurisdiction, Patrick H. Owen 
and Commitment 
Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Patrick H. Owen 
Partial Payment of Court Fees 
Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Patrick H. Owen 
Counsel 
Motion for Reduction or Correction of Sentence Patrick H. Owen 
Motion for Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
State's Objection to Defendant's ICR 35 Motion Patrick H. Owen 
Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Patrick H. Owen 
Counsel 
Motion for Credit for Time Served Patrick H. Owen 
Affidavit of Defendant 
Addendum to Defendant's Motion for Reduction 
of Sentence 
Memorandum Decision and Order RE: 
Defendant's Rule 35 Motion 
Memorandum Decision and Order RE: 
Defendant's Motion for Additional Credit for Time 
Served 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
User: TCWEGEKE 










Motion & Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Patrick H. Owen 
Counsel 
Motion & Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Patrick H. Owen 
Partial Payment of Court Fees(Prisoner) 
Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Patrick H. Owen 
on Direct Appeal 
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DR# 08-831959 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brent A Ferguson 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
" C I f 
NO·----;;;~~~-
AM ___ F_1Le1PM._jjl',61= 
NOV 0 3 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO . Cl 
By S. McCormack' erk 
DEPU'fY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this)fll) day of November 2008, Brent 
A Ferguson, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, 
who, being first duly sworn, complains and says: that ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
on or about the 2nd day of November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did 
commit the crimes of: L AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 
905(a), II. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a) and III. 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a) as follows: 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page 1 
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COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Chuck 
Maefua with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving 
toward the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Chuck 
Maefua that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Tyler Barrow 
with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving toward 
the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Tyler Barrow that 
such violence was imminent. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and 
with apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Lisa 
Barrow, with a deadly weapon, to-wit: by knocking the victim down and brandishing a 
folding knife over her in an aggressive manner which created a well-founded fear in Lisa 
Barrow that such violence was imminent. 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page 2 
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All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Bre A Ferguson 
Deputy Prosecuting A omey 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this i_ day of November 2008. 
Magistrate \ 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page 3 
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.,) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PROSECUTOR ~ ;)-µr 
COMPLAINING WITNESS ________ _ 
JUDGE 
D BERECZ D MacGREGOR-IRBY 
D BIETER D MANWEILER 
D CAWTHON D McDANIEL 
0 COMSTOCK D MINDER 
0 DAY D OTHS 
D GARDUNIA D REARDON 
D HARRIGFELD D STECKEL 
D HAWLEY D SWAIN 
D HICKS D WATKINS 
D A, RICHARD GRANT 
D 
COMMENTS 
( ) AGENT'S WARRANT 
( ) RULE 5 (b) 
( ) FUGITIVE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
CASE NO. Q Q E 1:. 02 - 1q~t,3 
CLERK MARILYN EDWARDS 
DATE !/I 03 / 2008 TIME // 19 
TOXIMETER_·---------
CASE ID.~ U/J31ll BEG.///959 
END l/)rr7 
STATUS 
X STATE SWORN 
~ PC FOUND ________ _ 
~ COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 NOPCFOUND~---------
0 EXON ERA TE BOND 
0 SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
0 WARRANT ISSUED 
0 BONDSET$ ________ _ 
0 NOCONTACT 
D.R.# _________ _ 
0 DISMISS CASE 
~ INCUSTODY 
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Robert Louis Stevenson CR-FE-2008-0019663 () DOB SSN:
Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Monday, November 03, 2008 01 :30 PM 
Judge: John Hawley Jr. Clerk: _ _..[:£___..,_____ Interpreter: --~-----
Prosecuting Agency: ~C _BC _ GC _ MC Pros: \j- l Ah U0..LfL. . 
@J Attorney: __ £~~., ...... &d-""""'"'+'~-~,,,__..__ 
1 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated( use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
2118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
3 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
15::?} J 'J= Case Called Defendant: ~sent Not Present ~ Custody 
__ Advised of Rights Waived Rights ~D Appointed __ Waived Attorney 
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit __ N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
~ond $ =n/XfJ00 ROR __ Pay I Stay __ Payment Agreement 




J. DAVID NAVARRO, 
K ~E D~STRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. _(&Pf~.....__.Qt{['--~~A lg=--(1_1; _ 
Plaintiff, ) Reference No.--------------
) 
vs. ) 
2-0~IVt \ / . ~\(MM~O\A . ~ 
DO SS
NO CONTACT ORDER 
D Ada ~Boise D GC D Meridian 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
no exceptions 
Excepti~s : 
to contact by telephone between .m. and _.m. on------------
------- for the following purposes:----------------------
0 to participate in counseling/mediation 
D to meet with or through attorneys and/or.during legal proceedings 
D to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
D other:-----------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as s t forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 
Work Address 
A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code § 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an 
appearance before a judge, and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by imprisonment in 
the county jail not to exceed one (1) year, or both. Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, 
revocation, or modification of the bond set in the underlying charge for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order controls over all no contact orders previously entered in this case. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code§ 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WILL EXPIRE: 
~at 11:59 p.m. on f ( c. 3 · do{O OR 
Ir- J· 
Defendant Date 
Served by: _______________ _ 
NO CONTACT ORDER White-FILE Green-ACSO Pink-DEFENDANT Yellow-PROSECUTOR [REV 4-2005] 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Ti-HVV 0 5 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION By c. PACKER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 












) __________________ ) 
Case No: CR-FE-2008-0019663 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Preliminary Monday, November 17, 200808:30 AM 
Judge: Kevin Swain 
DEPUTY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the 
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were se as folio s on this date 
Monday, November 03, 2008. 
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered --
Clerk I date 
~ Ada County Public Defender 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise ID 83702 
(208) 287-7400 
--
Prosecutor: cYAda D Boise D G.C. D Meridian Interdepartmental Mail __ Cle~ Oat.!.~ 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail __ /_ 
Other: ------------
Dated: 11/3/2008 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date~ 
Mailed Hand Delivered --
Clerk Date ---- ---





ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NOV 0 5 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
.IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO., 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, ROBERT L. STEVENSON, the defendant above-named, 
by and through counsel LARRY D. MOORE, Ada County Public 
Defender's Office, and moves this Court for its ORDER reducing 
bond in the above-entitled matter upon ~he grounds and for the 
reason that the bond is so unreasonably high that the defendant, 
who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such a bond 
and that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied his 
right to bail. 
DATED, November 4, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 1 
000016
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on ~ovember 4, 2008, I mailed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County Prosecuting 
Attorney's office by placing said same in the Interdepartmental 
Mail. 
Quincy 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 2 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
FILED P.M ____ _ 
NOV 0 5 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ·IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the ADA COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED; that the 
defendant will call on for hearing the defendant's MOTION FOR 
BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled action, on 
11/17 /08 at the hour of 8: 30, in the courtroom of the above-
entitled court, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED, November 4, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant 
NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION) 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on November 4, 2008, I mailed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County Prosecuting 
Attorney's office by placing said same in the Interdepartmental 
Mail. 
Quincy 
NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION) 2 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-'7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NO. 
A.M_\~'lf\I~M---
NOV 05 WDB 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEID! KELLY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney: 
PLEASE -TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 
16' requests discovery and photocopies of the following 
information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the 
prosecutor's possession or control, pr which 
thereafter comes into his possession or control, 
which tends to negate the guilt of the accused or 
tends to reduce the punishment therefore. ICR 
16 (a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded 
statements made by the defendant, or copies 
thereof, within the posse$sion, custody or 
control of the state, the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney 
by the exercise of due diligeRce; and also the 
substance of any relevant, oral statement made by 
the defendant whether before or after arrest to a 
peace officer, prosecuting attorney or the 
prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury 
which relates to the offen~e charged. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 1 
000020
3) Ahy unred~cted, written o~ recorded statements of 
a co-defendant; and the substance of any relevant 
oral statement made by a co-defendant whether 
before or after arrest in response to 
interrogation by any person known by the co-
def endant to be a peace officer or agent of the 
prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and 
co-defendant, if any. 
5) · All unredacted documents and tangible objects as 
defined by ICR 16(b) (4) in the possession or 
control of the prosecutor, which are material to 
the defense, intended for use by the prosecutor 
or obtained from or belonging to the defendant or 
co-defendant. 
6) All reports or physical or mental examinations 
and of scientific tests or experiments within the 
possession, control, or knowledge of the 
p~osecutor, the existence of which is known or is 
available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records 
of prior felony convictions, and written or 
recorded statements of all persons having 
knowledge of facts of the case known to the 
prosecutor . and his agents or any official 
involved in the investigatory process of the 
case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that 
the state intends to introduce pursuant to rules 
702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence 
at trial or hearing; including the witness' 
opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, 
and the witness' qual~fications. 
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers 
·or investigators in · connection with the 
investigation or prosecution of the case, 
including what are commonly referred to as 
"ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh 
the memory of all persons who may be called as 
witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2 
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11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings ciade by 
law enforcement officials during the course of 
their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents or witnesses that the 
State discovers or could discover with due 
diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 
14 days of service of the within instrument pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED, November 4, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on November 4, 2008, I mailed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County Prosecuting 
Attorney's office by placing said same in the Interdepartmental 
Mail. 
Quincy 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 3 
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\ 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Robert Louis Stevenson CR-FE-2008-0019663 () DO SSN
Scheduled Event: Preliminary Monday, November 17, 2008 08:30 AM 
MARILYN EDWARDS 
Judge: Kevin Swain Clerk: lnTerpreter: _______ _ 
ProsecutingAgency:.l.Ac _BC _Ge_ MC Pros: ~ d~ 
@Attorney: -~ ......... · -~~~'-+--~-<--L-"""'"~-"---
1 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
2 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated( use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
3 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
'{)Cflfo cft Case Called Defendant: ___K.rresent Not Present ---Kin Custody 
__ Advised of Rights __ Waived Rights __ PD Appointed __ Waived Attorney 
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
Bond $ ROR __ Pay I Stay __ Payment Agreement - $0,~oa- -
__ In Chambers __ PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea No Contact Order 
' 





PM .. __ _ 
NOV 1 7 2008 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
Criminal Court - Traffic Division 
200 W. Front St. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
MEMO FOR THE RECORD 
JUDGE: 11 !t2ti 
Date ~ 
~Q.,.MEMO FOR THE RECORD [REV 9-2001) 
' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 







Defendant. ) ________________ ) 
0 FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
0 TRIAL SET COURT/JURY 
~LIMINARY HEARING RESET 
0 DISTRICT COURT ARRAIGNMENT 
CASE NO. Ck F E. 
NOTICE OF: 
~da D Boise OGC 
196/:,3 
D Meridian 
NOTICE l~REB~ GIVEN to the above-name. D fendant th t procee~s in this case have been 
continued until .?LJ o'cloe.m. on , a ' in the courtroom at the 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED_J_f /;_11~~-r __ _ 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows}? 
11 
-tr-' 
Defendant: ll Signature1' Mt.:Jev{' ifu -------= 
Hand D~ LfL Mailed D Address ___ ·____________ _ 
Clerk ~ Date _____ _ 
Defense Attorney: 
Hand Delivered D Mailed D 
Clerk ______ Date _____ _ 
Prosecutor V V" Interdepartmental Mail 
Public Defender - Interdepartmental Mail 
NOTICE 
Clerk _________ Date _____ _ 




ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Robert Louis Stevenson CR-FE-2008-0019663 () DOB SSN
Scheduled Event: Preliminary Thursday, December 04, 2008 08:30 AM 
Judge: Kevin Swain Clerk: NAY McK~nterpreter: ______ _ 
Prosecuting Agency:¥ AC _BC _ GC _ MC. Pros: \ i) "\£t1 l l~~ 
~ttorney:-A £..o&lb 
1 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
2 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
3 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument) F 
tFl<\\t:£scase Called Defendant: ~ Present Not Present Jl_ In Custody 
__ Waived Rights __ PD Appointed __ Waived Attorney ~ Advised of Rights 
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
Bond $ ROR __ Pay I Stay __ Payment Agreement 
c;i§,ca:::> 
__ In Chambers __ PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea No Contact Order 
. oh111*d ~\a ;ti 
Finish Release Defendant 
CR-FE-2008-0019663 () 
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FILED \2\1\li) AT~L\;;(.M. 
v 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, 
TCOURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 





0 FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
0 TRIAL SET COURT/JURY 
0 PRELIMINARY HEARING RESET 
~DISTRICT COURT ARRAIGNMENT 
CASE NO. t-@B-- A ~Le3 
NOTICE OF: 
9(da D Boise OGC D Meridian 
BEFORE JUDGE __ D ....... ('"'"Jje_--......"'""f".y\~-----
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to the above-named Defendant thP;t_ p~edings in this case have been 
continued until \
1 
• &'> o'cloc@.m. on ~eC.,, \4 
1 
U ~ , in the courtroom at the 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By:~ 
pu ) 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as fo;!TA: , ~ 
Defend~ant: Signature~~ 
Hand D~er Mailed D k-1 \ov Address---------------
Clerk _ Date \Olp.\ b ------------------
Defense Attorney: 
Hand Delivered D Mailed D 
Clerk ______ Date _____ _ 
Prosecutor)<'.? - Interdepartmental Mail 
Public Defender - Interdepartmental Mail 
NOTICE 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 




AM gr-yJ FILED ' ____.__,p,M, ___ _ 
DEC -4 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By AMY McKENZIE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, having 
been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the ~ day of 
~ L./ 2008, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 2nd day of November 
2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. AGGRAVATED 
ASSAULT, FELONY, r.c. §18-901(b), 905(a), II. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, 
FELONY, r.c. §18-901(b), 905(a), III. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-
901(b), 905(a) and IV. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF 
A CRIME, FELONY, LC. §19-2520 as follows: 




That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Chuck 
Maefua with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and 
moving toward the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in 
Chuck Maefua that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Tyler 
Barrow with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and 
moving toward the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in 
Tyler Barrow that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and 
with apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Lisa 
Barrow, with a deadly weapon, to-wit: by knocking the victim down and brandishing a 
folding knife over her in an aggressive manner which created a well-founded fear in Lisa 
Barrow that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did display and/or use a deadly 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crimes alleged in Counts I, II, and III. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as 
COMMITMENT (STEVENSON), Page 2 
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set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged. 
COMMITMENT (STEVENSON), Page 3 
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.. • 
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the District 
Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, to 
the charge herein set forth. Bail i\?~}?.the sum of$ d:S
5
1}Q0 . 
DATED this~ day e~er-2008. 
MAGISTRATE 
COMMITMENT (STEVENSON), Page 4 
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DR# 08-831959 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO· 7AtiT 
AM= ;;L)F1~~----
DEC· -4 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By AMY McKENZIE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
AMENDED C 0 MPL AI NT 
Stevenson's DOB
Stevenson's SSN:
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this !!-- day of December, 2008, Whitney A. 
Faulkner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about 
the 2nd day of November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes 
of: L AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, 1.C. §18-90l(b), 905(a), II. 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a), III. AGGRAVATED 
ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a) and IV. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON 
DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, LC. §19-2520 as follows: 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page I 
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COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Chuck Maefua 
with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving toward the 
victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Chuck Maefua that such 
violence was imminent. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Tyler Barrow with 
a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving toward the victim 
in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Tyler Barrow that such violence 
was imminent. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho,. did intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Lisa Barrow, with 
a deadly weapon, to-wit: by knocking the victim down and brandishing a folding knife over her 
in an aggressive manner which created a well-founded fear in Lisa Barrow that such violence 
was imminent. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did display and/or use a deadly 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crimes alleged in Counts I, II, and III. 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page 2 
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.. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Whitney Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
\ I '{JtL. 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this_\_ day of-Ne\felfiber2008. 
M;gis'trate 
COMPLAINT (STEVENSON), Page 3 
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I 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
DECO 5 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARFIO, Clorlc: 
By A. URQUlt)I 
DCfflJ'IV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














W'- ~/2 ,.~ 




GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes 
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that ROBERT LOUIS 
STEVENSON is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. AGGRAVATED 
ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a), II. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, 
FELONY, LC. §18-901(b), 905(a), III. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC. §18-
901(b), 905(a) and IV. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF 
A CRIME, FELONY, l.C. §19-2520, which crimes were committed as follows: 
INFORMATION (STEVENSON), Page 1 
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COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Chuck 
Maefua with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving 
toward the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Chuck 
Maefua that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, intentionally, unlawfully and with 
apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Tyler Barrow 
with a deadly weapon, to-wit: a folding knife, by brandishing the knife and moving toward 
the victim in an aggressive manner, which created a well-founded fear in Tyler Barrow that 
such violence was imminent. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did intentionally, unlawfully and 
with apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence upon the person of Lisa 
Barrow, with a deadly weapon, to-wit: by knocking the victim down and brandishing a 
folding knife over her in an aggressive manner which created a well-founded fear in Lisa 
Barrow that such violence was imminent. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, on or about the 2nd day of 
November, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did display and/or tu~=adly 
3--2-a 
weapon, to-wit: a knife in the commission of the crimes alleged in Counts I, l , · I. f 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
INFORMATION (STEVENSON), Page 2 
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Session Date: 2008/12/19 
Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 













Case ID: 0015 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:47 




Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
Co-Defendant(s): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Dinger, John 
Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
14:07:23 - Operator 
Recording: 
14:07:23 - New case 
Stevenson, Robert 
14:07:43 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
present in custody 
14:07:47 - State Attorney: Dinger, .John 
present 
14:07:49 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
present 
14:07:52 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
true name; waives reading 
14:09:19 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
advise of rights and penalties 
14:10:28 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
NG plea 
14:10:31 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
2 day JT - 03/02/09; PTC 02/20/09 




No,_ c _ :=;i. 
A.M, t:11..i;o .. ., ~ 
----P.M._ 
~----
D Ea 14. .e._2ooa 
J. DAVID NAVAR -
' --....._ fJy J KENNE~~· Clerk 
DfPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CRFE 08 ·19663 
v. SCHEDULING ORDER 
ROBERT L STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
This matter came before the court on December 19, 2008, at 1 :30 p.m. for 
an arraignment of the above named Defendant. The attorneys present were: 
For the State: John Dinger 
For the Defendant: Eric Rolfsen 
The Defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The 
court instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. 
Pursuant to ICR 12 and ICR 18 the court hereby orders that the attorneys 
and Defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order: 
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The two (2) day jury trial of this action shall 
commence before this court on March 2, 2009, at 9:00 a.m. Counsel and 
the defendant shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of trial. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to l.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate 
judge may be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following 
is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. Phillip M. Becker 
Hon. G.D. Carey 
.Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. George R. Reinhart, Ill 
Hon. Nathan Higer 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. Linqa Copple-Trout 
SCHEDULING ORDER- page 1 of3 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Duff McKee 
· Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
Hon. Ronald Schilling 
Any Fourth District Judge / 
/ 
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Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification 
without cause under Rule 25(a)(1 ), each party shall have the right to file one 
(1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later 
than fourteen (14) days after service of this written notice listing the alternate 
judge. 
2) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the Defendant 
shall appear before this court on February 20, 2009 at 11 :00 a.m. for the 
pre-trial conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement 
, 
possibilities pursuant to ICR 18. Failure of the Defendant to appear at this 
pre-trial conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and a bench warrant 
shall be issued by the court. 
Each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and file 
with the Court a complete list of exhibits and witnesses in accordance with 
l.R.C.P. 16(h). Exhibit and witness lists shall also be submitted to the 
Court via email at cchuntam@adaweb.net. 
3) MOTIONS: All motions pursuant to ICR 12 and any other motions 
including Motions in Limine and Motions to Dismiss shall be filed by 
January 23, 2009. Opposition to motions shall be filed by February 2, 
2009. Motions must be argued on or before February 6, 2009. 
4) DISCOVERY CUT OFF: All discovery pursuant to ICR 15 and ICR 16 
shall be completed by January 9, 2009. 
5) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: The parties shall submit all proposed jury 
instructions to the court on or before the pre-trial conference. Requested 
instructions shall also be submitted to the Court via email at 
dclykema@adaweb.net. It is sufficient for the parties to identify 
unmodified pattern instructions by number. 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 2 of 3 
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6) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including but not limited to, costs, and 
reasonable attorney fees and jury costs. A party may be excused from 
strict compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon showing 
good cause. 
7) CONTINUANCES: The court will not grant continuances unless good 
cause exists and all the parties waive their right to speedy trial. 
DATED this J1- day of December, 2008. 
~-~~ 
istrict Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 2J..JJ. day of December, 200~ I mailed 
(served) a true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
SCHEDULING ORDER-page 3 of3 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
JAN 14 20C9 
J DAVID NAVARRO,\.,;;:);:'. 
. By HEIDI KELLY 
OEl'UTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, requests.Discovery and inspection of the following: 
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects: 
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, 
papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are 
within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends 
to introduce in evidence at trial. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (STEVENSON), Page 1 
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(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and 
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of 
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within 
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in 
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to 
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness. 
(3) Defense Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and 
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial. 
( 4) Expert Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to proVide a written summary or report of 
any testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 
16(c)(4), including facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness's qualifications. 
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the 
defendant state in writing within ten (10) days any specific place or places at which the 
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and 
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
DATED this Ji day of January, 2009. 
GREG H. BOWER 
" 1,......ro;.,..,ecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting A 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (STEVENSON), Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4 day of January, 2009, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery was served to Eric Rolfsen, Ada County Public 
Defender's Office, 200 West Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702, in the manner 
noted below: 
L o 2y de. positing copies of the same in the United States mail? postage prepaid, first class. 
~ ~y depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. · 
o By informing the office of said individual( s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney( s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (STEVENSON), Page 3 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
~ 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO._ 
FILED 
A.M ____ 1P.M :f 
JAN 14 2009 - -
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE 
TO COURT 
Comes now, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Response to 
Discovery. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED thi~~ day of Jan 
. Dinger 
Prosecuting Attorney 





GREG H. BOWER 
\ \ ·. Db Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE 
I.R.E. 404(b) 
COMES NOW, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, and notifies the Court and Counsel of intent to use evidence of the 
Defendant's prior other crimes, wrongs or acts to establish or prove motive, opportunity, 
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident pursuant 
to I.R.E. 404(b) and I.C.R. 16 in the State's case in chief. 
The State gives notjce to the defense that the general nature of the evidence will 
, 
include the fact that· the defendant has previously committed a domestic battery against 
the victim Lisa Barrow. Specifically, the.·intends to present that on September 29, 2008, 
the defendant hit Lisa Barrow in the face with his fist causing swelling and a cut (See DR 
# 2008-828426, previously disclosed). 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE I.R.E. 404(b) (STEVENSON) Page 1 
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Because this crime is charged as an Aggravated Assault and the State must prove 
the victim had a well founded fear that violence was imminent, the State believes that it is 
appropriate to bring up this evidence in its case in chief. 
DATED this f..'] day of January, 2009. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J:?J. day of January, 2009, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Intent to Use I.R.E. 404(b) was served to Eric 
Rolfsen, Ada County Public Defender's Office, 200 West Front Street, Room 1107, 
Boise, ID 83702, in the manner noted below: 
'PY depositing copies of the same_ in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for 
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: __ _ 
~ssistant 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
No. __ --;;ii:EO'~~-
AM---~-3: 
JAN 2 3 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO . 
&yBlfitJJ~ .. ~ 1CleJik 
llllERWITTf lt!E:ili/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















Comes now, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this]-) day of January, 
S. Dinger 
uty Prosecuting Attorney 





r I: oO 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO.----:::Fl;;-;:::LED~---
A.M..,\--+\ ___ P,.M ___ _ 
\ \ 
FEB 0 9 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
SECOND ADDENDUM TO 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE 
TO COURT 
Comes now, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Second Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _j_ day of February, 20 . 
. Dinger 
ty Prosecuting Attorney 
SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT 
(STEVENSON), Page 1 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
FEB 17 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
THIRD ADDENDUM TO 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE 
TO COURT 
C()mes now, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Third Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this \ 1 day o 
John . inger 
Depu Prosecuting Attorney 
THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT 




Session Date: 2009/02/20 
Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 















Case ID: 0007 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 08:07 




Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
Co-Defendant(s): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Dinger, John 
Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
12:49:19 - Operator 
Recording: 
12:49:19 - New case 
Stevenson, Robert 
12:49:39 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
present in custody 
12:49:46 - State Attorney: Dinger, John 
12:49:47 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
12:49:49 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
reviews file 
12:49:52 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
ready to proceed to trial 
12:50:01 - State Attorney: Dinger, John 
submits witness/exhibit list 
12:50:10 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
2d trial; 





1 alternate - 7 preemps - 1st 27 struck panel; 
12:53:33 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
12:53:36 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
currently set for trial - 8:30a - March 2 
Page 2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
, Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
- John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
STATE'S PROPOSED EXIDBIT 
LIST 
COMES NOW, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for 
the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and does hereby provide the following list of 
potential trial exhibits: 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL EXHIBITS (STEVENSON)- Page 1 
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1. Jail phone calls of Defendant and victim 
2. Officer Durbin' s audio 
3. Officer Cavanaugh's audio 
4. Officer Nance's audio 
5. Officer Konvalinka' s audio 
6. Officer Hoffman's audio 
7. Officer Davis's audio 
8. Knife 
9. Chuck Meafua' s written statement 
10. Tyler Barrow's written statement 
11. Lisa Barrow's written statement 
DATED this 1-0 day of February, 2009. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County· Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL EXHIBITS (STEVENSON)-Page 2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John·s. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 · 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
STATE'S WITNESS LIST 
COMES NOW, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for 
the County of {\da, State of Idaho, and does hereby provide the following list of 
potential trial witnesses: 
a. Sgt. Adams 
b. Officer Barber 
4 
c. Sgt. Cav~augh 
STATE'S WITNESS LIST (STEVENSON)- Page 1 
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~ 
d. Officer Chamberlain 
e. Officer Davis 
f. Office Durbin 
g. Officer Harr 
h. Officer Hoffman 
I. Officer Jacobs 
J. Officer ·Konvalinka 
k. Officer Nance 
I. Officer Rogers 
m. Officer Teuber 
n. Officer Linn 
o. Lisa Barrow 
p. Tyler Barrow 
q. Chuck Meafua 
r. Juliet McKay 
DATED this :iv day of February 2009. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
mg er 
puty Prosecuting ~ttomey 




Session Date: 2009/03/02 
Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
Reporter: Redlich, Kasey 
Division: DC 









Case ID: 0001 
2009/03/02 
Case number: CRFE0819663 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
Co-Defendant(s): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Dinger, John 
Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
09:09:28 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:09:28 - New case 
Stevenson, Robert 
09:09:43 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
present in custody 
09:09:47 - State Attorney: Dinger, John 
present 
09:09:48 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
present 
09:09:50 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
reviews 
09:10:10 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
Courtroom: CR503 
GG Cnt I; Cnt IV; JOC 2+6=8; susp; prob; ACJ open; remaining cnts dism 
09:11:03 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
DV eval; cnty expense subject to reimbursement; 
09:11:16 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
PD to submit order 
09:12:48 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
sworn, questioned by the court 
09:32:18 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
GG plea accepted 




PSI/ DV eval. PD to do order 





GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY MAR 0 2 2009 
Defendant's Name: ~VE.~~r...j J. D 
Date: ~r ~J a~ Case Number: Cif(-iE,.. 26 
Nature of Chargew: L'\<3~ /t Minimum & Maximum Possible PenaltY.: 
tl-93 cc:v--a=r:d,__ psSo'"' :s=y en rs ~ 
I 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY 
. (PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything 
about the crime(s) you are accused of committing. If you elected to have 
a trial, the state could not call you as a witness or ask you any questions. 
However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in 
court. 
I understand that by pie~ guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent 
before and during trial. · 1 • 
2. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty 
to the crime(s) in this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have 
the right to refuse to answer any question or to provide any information 
that might tend to show you committed some other crime(s). You can also 
refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the 
punishment for the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty. 
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have 
the right to remain silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with 
respect to answering questions or providing information that may increase 
my sentence. ']=.$ . 
3. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an 
attorney and cannot pay for one, you can ask the judge for an attorney 
who will be paid by the county. 
Owen/Hansen 
July I, 2007 
000059
·. 
4. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you 
plead guilty in front of the judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
! understa~t by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed· 
innocent. . 
5. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court 
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) 
brought against you. In a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence 
in your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state must 
convince each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
I understand that py_eleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and 
public jury trial. ~ . 
6. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs 
during a jury trial where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses 
to testify under oath in front of you, the jury, and your attorney. Your 
attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You could 
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your 
guilt or innocence. If you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses 
to court, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to confront the 
~sses against me, an present witnesses and evidence in my defense. 
\ . 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question 
consult your attorney before answering.) 
1. Do you read and write the English language? 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this form? 
2. What is your age?~. 
3. /~hat is your true and le~al na~e? \ \ 






4. What was the highest grade you completed? __ '1-'---
If you did not complete high school, have you received 
either a general education diploma or high school 
equivalency diploma? 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health 
professional? 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health 
disorder? 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? 
7. Are you currently prescribed any medication? 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication 
during the past 24 hours? 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or 
drugs, or drank any alcoholic beverages which you 
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and 
informed decision in this case? 
9. Is there any· other reason that you would be unable to 
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case? 
1 O. ls your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? 
(If available, a written plea agreement should be 









11. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial 
the one paragraph below which describes the type 
of plea you are entering: 
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding 
plea agreement. This means that if the district 
court does not impose the specific sentence as 
recommended by both parties, I will be allowed 
to withdrgv plea of guilty and proceed to a 
jury trial. ~ . 
b. I understand that my plea agreement is a non-
binding plea agreement. This means that the 
court is not bound by the agreement or any 
sentencing recommendations, and may impose 
any sentence authorized by law, including the 
maximum sentence stated above. Because the 
court is not bound by the agreement, if the 
district court chooses not to follow the 
agreement, I willAot have the right to withdraw 
my guilty plea. :t:,--? . 
12.As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading r~ 
guilty to more than one crime? ~·'NO 
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)? YES NO 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each 9 
crime could be ordered to be served either concurrently 
13. ls this a conditional guilty plea in which you are ~ 
reserving your right to appeal any pre-trial issues? YES ~ 
If so, what issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment 
of conviction and sentence as part of your plea 
agreement? 
15. Have any other promises been made to you which have 
influenced your decision to plead guilty? 






16. Do you feel you have had sufficient time to discuss 
your case with your attorney? 
( 
17.Have you told your attorney everything you know about 
the crime? 
18. ls there anything you have requested your attorney 
to do that has not been done? 
If yes, please explain.-----------
19. Your attorney can get various items from the 
prosecutor relating to your case. This may include 
police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, 
photographs, reports of scientific testing, etc. This is 
called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence 
provided to your attorney during discovery? 
20. Have you told your attorney about any witnesses who 
would show your innocence? 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive 
any defenses, both factual and legal, that you believe 









22.Are there any motions or other requests for relief that 
you believe should still be filed in this case? 
If so, what motions or requests?--------
23. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional 
... _ _ guilty plea in this case you will not be able to challenge 
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 
YES 
2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your ~ 
arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you may 
have made to law enforcement? · ES NO 
24.Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are 
admitting the truth of each and every allegation contained A 
in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? q ~ESS ~ 
25.Are you currently on probation or parole? ~~ ~ ,~ 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case h 
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or parole? ~ NO 
26.Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United 
States, the entry of a plea or making of factual admissions 
could have consequences of deportation or removal, 
inability to obtain legal status in the United States, or b 
denial of an application for United States citizenship? ~ NO 
27. Do you know whether the crime to which you will plead 
guilty would require you to register as a sex offender? 
(l.C. § 18-8304) 
28.Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be 
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case? 
(l.C. §19-5304) 
29. Have you agreed to pay restitution to any other party as 
a condition of your plea agreement? 
If so, to whom?-------------
6 
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30. ls there a mandatory driver's license suspension as a 
result of a guilty plea in this case? YES ~ 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? __ 
31.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory ~ 
domestic violence, substance abuse, or psychosexual 
0
---......  
evaluation is required? (l.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) YES 
32.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be 
required to pay the costs of prosecution and 
investigation? (l.C. § 37-2732A(K)) 
33.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be 
required to submit a DNA sample to the state? 
(l.C. § 19-5506) 
34.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could 
impose a fine for a crime of violence of up to $5,000, 
payable to the victim of the crime? (l.C. § 19-5307) YES 
35. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your ~ 
right to vote in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ~ 
36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
NO 
NO 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right ,D 
to hold public office in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ~ NO 
37. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right 
to perform jury service in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony 
you will lose your right to purchase, possess, or carry 
firearms? (l.C. § 18-310) 
39. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, 
can force you to plead guilty in this case? 
40.Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? 
41.Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts 










42. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out 
this form, have you had any trouble understanding your Ll 
interpreter? YES ~ 
43. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions 
in this form which you could not resolve by discussing the 
issue with your attorney? 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form 
truthfully, understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed 
each question and answer with my attorney, and have completed this form freely 
and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one has threatened me to do so. 
Dated this ~ day of ~'>f1~C....,~ , 20~ ~ 
~~~ 
DEFENDANT 
I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions 





MAR 1 6 2009 
RECEIVED 
MARO· 6 2009 
ADA COUNTY C~!=RK ~~ 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ORDER FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
EVALUATION, FUNDS, AND ACCESS 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
D~fendant. / 
I PSI ORDERED ~YES D NO 
FJ good cause appearing, this Court hereby ORDERS the defendant to undergo a 
domestic liolence evaluation as provided by LC. § 18-918(7)(a) while in the custody of the Ada 
County sJeriff. Cheryl Jordan shall conduct the evaluation. 
TJe Clerk of this Court shall serve a copy hereof upon Cheryl Jordan, the Ada County 
Trial Couh Administrator, the Ada County Prosecutor, the Ada County Public Defender, and the 
Ada Coun~y Sheriff. 
TJe scope and contents of the evaluator's report shall follow the guidelines set forth in 
Idaho Crilinal Rule 33.3(c)(l)-(9). 
uJon completion, four copies of the evaluation shall be filed with the Clerk of the 
District dourt, or his deputy, for further transfer to the presentence investigator in time for 
ORDER F<l>R DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION, FUNDS, AND ACCESS 1 
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preparation of the PSI report before sentencing of the defendant (if a presentence report has been 
ordered). Sentencing for the defendant is scheduled for April 10, 2009. The Clerk shall provide 
copies of the evaluation to the presentence investigator (if a report has been ordered), the 
prosecutor, and the public defender. 
The evaluation shall be at no expense to the defendant; all expenses incurred shall be 
borne by Ada County, as the defendant is a "needy person." LC. § 19-851(c). In accordance 
with the restitution procedure for crime victims under chapter 53, title 19, Idaho Code, the 
defendant shall be subject to making restitution to Ada County for all funds used to pay for the 
evaluation. 
The Ada County Sheriff shall allow Cheryl Jordan, and staff, entry into the Ada County 
Jail at any and all reasonable, prearranged times. The Ada County Sheriff shall also provide a 
quiet, private are with a table and any and all other reasonable facilities and necessary equipment 
to Cheryl Jordan, and staff, and the defendant. Some evaluations require the use of at least one 
hand; the Ada County Sheriff shall also take the necessary course of action to ensure that the 
defendant is able to complete any and all testing offered by Cheryl Jordan, or any member of 
his/her staff. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED, this l~ day of ~ 20(21 . 




Session Date: 2009/04/10 
Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 

















Case ID: 0006 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 07:57 




Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
Co-Defendant(s): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Dinger, John 
Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
10:45:32 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:45:32 - New case 
Stevenson, Robert 
10:45:55 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
present in custody 
10:45:58 - State Attorney: Dinger, John 
present 
10:46:02 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
present ready to proceed 
10:46:06 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
reviews file 
10:47:40 - State Attorney: Dinger, John 
r/r PSI 






10:47:47 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
r/r PSI, no addititional time 
10:48:25 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
requests NCO for 3 vicitims 
10:48:35 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
recommendations 
10:51:20 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
makes a statement to the Court; discussion with Court regarding living arrang 
10:57:27 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
JOC -
10:58:04 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
-8=2+6; susp; court costs; 210d; cts -160d; 
11:00:57--- Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
when you have written proof of living accomodations for clean/sober housirig, 
11:01:16---Judge: oweff,-Pafr1ck H. -
can be released upon submission 
11:02:06 - Judge: Owen;· Patrick ·H. 
God-discretion time; 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~ #~ JUDICIAL DISTRICAPff 1'·o.2009 
TIIE STAIB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF ~ ~~"'-














Case No. C£££~ .J_q~ 




OFFENSE: ~~Uf> t.J/ ~~ 
In accordance with the Idaho DNA Database Act of 1996, LC. §19-5501 et. seq., the above-named 
defendant is hereby ordered to provide a DNA sample and thumbprint impression to law enforcement 
personnel at the following designated sample collection facility: 
Jail (to be collected during the intake process), or other Law Enforcement facility. 
Idaho Department of Corrections (to be collected during the intake process) 
Department of Probation and Parole (to be collected w/in 10 working days if not incarcerated) 
These samples will be forwarded to the Idaho State Police. The results of the DNA analysis will be 
included in the Idaho DNA database system as well as the National DNA Index System. The thumbprint may 
be used for identification purposes. 
Duly authorized law enforcement agencies and correction personnel shall employ reasonable force to 
collect the DNA sample and thumbprint impression in any case where the above-named individual is 
incarcerated and refuses or resists submission procedures for collecting a DNA sample and/or thumbprint 
impression. 
Failure to provide the required DNA sample and/or thumbprint impression is a felony and can result in 
the violation of parole or probation. ~ 
IT IS SO ORDERED, this :(IT' day of_&~~,..___.· ,_.Jj ____ , ~ 
riginal (white) to: Court 
ellow to: Designated Collection Facility 
ink copy to: Defendant 
oldenrod copy to: ISP 
~ 
COLLECTION FACILITY SHALL MAKE 
RETURN TO ISP WITHIN 20 DAYS 
Rev. 06/08/2004 
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FILED Lffnbi AT 1~. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, 
CLERK OF THE STRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
cfl.f E- -OS -11h63 ) Case No. 
Plaintiff, ) Reference No. 
) 
vs. ) NO CONTACT ORDER 
5TeV6"150N ) ROB f?f2..T 
) 
!..-OLA l5 , ) 
Of5"-<t3l r:t.51 DR# 
DO SSN 
@°Boise D Ada D GC D Meridian 
) 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person, 
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pa er, or facsimileJ_.or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: \.(... r IA . 
Exceptio~ _ye: 
~ no exceptions 
D to contact by telephone between .m. and _.m. on-------------
------- for the following purposes:-----------------------
0 to participate in counseling/mediation 
D to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
D to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
D other=--------------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 




I OPrJA, D 7537 o~ 
Work Address 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an appearance 
before a judge, and a first and second conviction is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1 ,000) or by im-
prisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. A third conviction within five (5) years is punishable by a fine 
not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. Further, 
any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the underlying charge 
for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any conflicting 
terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code§ 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 
THIS ORDER ~AN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WILL EXPIRE: 




Served by'\.,  L 
~{)-
Date 
Dated served: __ Lf=_,____/_()_--8  _,J'-------
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FILED L-f lvlca AT ficffJ. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. __ c._rz._ic_e;_o_~_-_O_D_/_?_b_6_3 _ _ 
Plaintiff, ) Reference No.--------------
) 
vs. ) NO CONTACT ORDER 
5TfVeNSOl\j , Ro FS6rq- kO u1.s, ~ 
DOB
oi -r 3t15'1 DR#_~-------------I 
SSN 
0 Ada )2\Boise D GC D Meridian Defendant. ) 
------------------~) 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person, 
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pager, or facsimile) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: ·t.,.. I 5A g f"i.(L{<.O W . 
Exceptions are: 
~ no exceptions 
0 to contact by telephone between .m. and _.m. on-------------
------- for the following purposes:-----------------------
0 to participate in counseling/mediation 
0 to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
0 to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
0 other=--------------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 
\ "/0'1 IA.) • Jt?f.Fe.e.50}') 
Residence Address Work Address 
901se 1 10 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an appearance 
before a judge, and a first and second conviction is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1 ,000) or by im-
prisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. A third conviction within five (5) years is punishable by a fine 
not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. Further, 
any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the underlying charge 
for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any conflicting 
terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code § 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
DOB  
FILED Lf ltof cfl AT ;l,L'({).M. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, 
BYCL'tj'~ COURT ' 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 






RQ-g ~Q.T L-OlAlS , ~ 
SSN  
Defendant. ) 
case No. _c_,e._P_e_-_o_p;_,._1_'1_6_6_3 ___ _ 
Reference No.---------------
NO CONTACT ORDER 
D Ada ~oise D GC D Meridian 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-) 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person, 
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone....,.pager.!- or facsimile) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: I Y c..-e;tZ.. J?Pr~ IA.) . 
Exceptions are: 
Z- no exceptions 
0 to contact by telephone between .m. and _.m. on-------------
------- for the following purposes:-----------------------
0 to participate in counseling/mediation 
0 to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
0 to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
D other=-------------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 
~2-~°1 f\]. 
Residence Address 
pr2tSt>. 10 'f5'670Y° 
Work Address 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an appearance 
before a judge, and a first and second conviction is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by im-
prisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. A third conviction within five (5) years is punishable by a fine 
not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. Further, 
any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the underlying charge 
for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any conflicting 
terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code § 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 




Dated served: __ lf=_---'/'--0...;...._-0_....,,7,_ __ _ 
NO CONTACT ORDER White-FILE Green-ACSO Pink-DEFENDANT Yellow-PROSECUTOR [REV 4-2005] 
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' FILED 
A.M. /r' S-0 ,_P.M. __ _ 
APR 1 3 2009 
J. D~ ~JZ~..%.._ 
By 71[4 OEPUlY 47 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-FE-08-0019663 
WDGMENT OF CONVICTION, 
SUSPENDED SENTENCE, 
ORDER OF PROBATION 
AND COMMITMENT 
WHEREAS, on April 10, 2009, John Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County 
of Ada, State ofldaho, and the defendant, with his attorney, Eric Rolfsen, appeared before this 
Court for sentencing. The defendant was duly informed of the nature of the Amended 
Information filed against him for the crimes of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, 
FELONY, LC.§§ 18-901(b), 905(a) and COUNT N: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON 
DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, LC.§ 19-2520, committed on or about 
the 2nd day of November 2008, and his plea of guilty thereto on March 2, 2009. Sentencing was 
continued for preparation of a presentence report, which was completed and reviewed by the 
Court and counsel. Counts II and ill were dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
1 
AND COMMITMENT - PAGE 1 
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The defendant, and defendant's counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 
reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant, and if 
the defendant, or defendant's counsel, wished to offer any evidence or to make a statement on behalf 
of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; and the 
Court, having accepted such statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why judgment 
and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant at this time; does render its judgment 
of conviction as follows, to-wit: 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant is 
guilty of the crimes of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC.§§ 18-901(b), 
905(a) and COUNT IV: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A 
CRIME, FELONY, LC.§ 19-2520, and that he be sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-
2513 to the custody of the State Board of Correction of the State of Idaho for the extended tem1 
of eight (8) years: with the first two (2) years of said term to be FIXED, and with the remaining 
six (6) years of said term to be INDETERMINATE. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code section 18-309, the defendant shall be given credit for the time 
already served upon the charges specified herein of one hundred sixty (160) days. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code section 31-3201A(b) the defendant shall pay court costs in the 
amount of $17.50; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to LC. 
§ 31-4502; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of$10.00 pursuant to LC.§ 31-3201B; ISTARS 
technology fee in the amount of$10.00 pursuant to LC.§ 31-3201(5); $50.00 reimbursement to the 
Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to LC.§ 72-1025; Peace Officer Temporary Disability Fund 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
AND COMMITMENT - PAGE 2 
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in the amount of $3.00 pursuant to LC.§ 72-1105; and $250.00 for reimbursement of public 
defender fees pursuant to LC. § 19-854(c). 
Defendant is to pay supervision of probation and parole costs in an amount not to exceed the 
maximum allowable by LC. § 20-225. 
Execution of such judgment is suspended and defendant, Robert Louis Stevenson, is placed 
on probation for a period of eight (8) years, under the following conditions, to wit: 
A. That the probation is granted to and accepted by the probationer, subject to all its terms 
and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in case of the violation of 
the terms of the probation, cause the probationer to be returned to the Court for the imposition of 
sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment as the Court may see fit to hand down. 
B. That the probationer shall be under the legal custody and control of the Director of 
Probation and Parole of the State ofldaho and the District Court with supervised probation and 
subject to the rules of probation as prescribed by the Board of Correction and the District Court. 
C. That during said period of probation the said defendant shall not violate any law or 
ordinance of the United States or any city, state or county therein, wherein a fine or bond forfeiture 
of more than $100.00 or a jail term could have been imposed as a penalty. 
D. Special conditions, to wit: 
1. Defendant shall pay the sums set out in this judgment for fees, costs, etc., to the 
Ada County Clerk's Office in reasonable monthly installments as arranged with the probation 
officer. 
2. Defendant shall serve 210 days in the Ada County Jail, with 0 days suspended, 
credit for 160 days already served, leaving a balance of 50 days to serve. Defendant may petition 
the Court for early release ifhe provides written proof to the Court that he has been accepted at a 
one-year residential sober environment. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
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3. Defendant shall participate in any and all programs of rehabilitation recommended 
by his probation officer, including but not limited to programs of mental health, substance abuse, 
criminal thinking errors, anger management and vocational rehabilitation as deemed necessary by 
the probation officer. 
4. During the entire term of probation, the said defendant shall maintain steady 
employment, be actively seeking employment or be enrolled as a full-time student, to the extent 
he is physically and mentally able to do so. 
5. Defendant shall not purchase, carry or have in his possession any firearm( s) or 
other weapons; pocket knives are weapons under this condition. 
6. Defendant shall serve an additional 60 days in the Ada County Jail at the discretion 
of the probation officer, without prior approval of the Court. The probation officer has the 
discretion and authority to immediately deliver defendant to the Sheriff for incarceration in the 
county jail for the purpose of having defendant serve this discretionary time and the Sheriff shall 
commit the defendant to serve this time on request of the probation officer without further order 
from the Court. The probation officer shall immediately file with the Court a written statement 
of the reasons defendant has been placed in custody, for review by the Court. The probation 
officer shall have all options available. 
7. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any alcoholic beverages while 
on probation. 
8. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any drug or narcotic unless 
specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. 
9. Defendant shall not frequent or work at any establishments where alcohol is the 
main source of income. 
10. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by his probation officer. 
11. Defendant agrees to waive his Fourth Amendment rights applying to search and 
seizure as provided by the United States Constitution, and to submit to a search by his probation 
officer or any law enforcement officer of his person, residence, vehicle or other property upon 
request. Defendant shall not reside with any person who does not consent to such a search. 
12. Defendant shall waive his Fifth Amendment rights to the extent that he must 
answer truthfully all questions of a probation officer reasonably related to compliance or non-
compliance with the conditions of probation. 
13. Defendant shall waive his Sixth Amendment rights of confrontation in so far as the 
State may use reliable hearsay evidence at any probation violation hearing. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
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14. Defendant has completed a domestic violence evaluation and will follow the 
recommendations of that evaluation or the follow-up treatment recommended by his treatment 
program. Defendant's compliance will be monitored by his probation officer. 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with the victim of his offense. 
16. A no contact order has been issued in this case. A no contact order means NO 
CONTACT. No contact directly, no contact indirectly, no contact through third persons, no 
contact by mail, no contact by phone, no contact over the internet - no contact - a violation of 
the no contact order by the defendant if proven or admitted, will violate a fundamental condition 
of probation and will result in imposition of the underlying sentence or revocation of any 
withheld judgment and imposition of the sentence imposed 
17. Defendant is to regularly attend NA/AA meetings or such other programs of 
counseling as his probation officer may direct. 
18. Defendant is advised that time spent on probation is not credited against any 
underlying incarceration (jail time or prison) imposed. Defendant is at risk for imposition of the 
entire underlying sentence, with credit for any time served which was not imposed as a condition 
of probation, no matter how long defendant has been on probation, ifhe violates the terms of 
probation and the violation should be proved or admitted. 
19. The defendant shall submit a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression to 
authorities pursuant to I.C. § 19-5506. 
E. That the probationer, if placed on probation to a destination outside the State ofldaho, or 
leaves the confines of the State ofldaho with or without permission of the director of probation and 
parole does hereby waive extradition to the State ofldaho and also agrees that the said probationer 
will not contest any effort by any state to return the probationer to the State ofldaho. 
The defendant has the right to appeal, and if he cannot afford an attorney he can request 
to have one appointed at public expense. Any appeal must be filed within 42 days from the entry 
of this judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
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' ' . 
The probation agreement is to be hereto attached and by reference made a part hereof. 
This probation shall expire at midnight on April 9, 2017, unless otherwise ordered by the 
Court. 
Dated this 10th day of April 2009. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
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' ' . 
This is to certify that I have read or had read to me and fully understand and accept all the 
conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted probation. I will abide by 
and conform to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result in the 
revocation of my probation and commitment to the Board of Correction to serve the sentence 
originally imposed. 
WITNESSED: 
Probation and Parole Officer 
State ofldaho 
Probationer's Signature 
Date of acceptance 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 
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.,,. I I V 
•' 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
-ct-
I hereby certify that on the / 3 day of April 2009, I mailed (served) a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA CLERK'S OFFICE 
PROBATION AND PAROLE 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
J.DAVIDN~:Y~<? · ·' 
Clerk of the Distti'ct Court _ 
>.,, ~"' 
By:~dL_ 
Deputy Court bet/ 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION 





Nl FILE:D rJ = 
A.M ____ P.M--,=t--
APR 2 2 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
\ . 2>0 ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, ROBERT L. STEVENSON, the defendant above-named, by and 
through counsel ERIC R. ROLFSEN, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this 
Court pursuant to "Special Condition D(2)" of the JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, 
SUSPENDED SENTENCE, ORDER OF PROBATION AND COMMITMENT for an ORDER 
releasing- the defendant from the custody of the Ada County Sheriff based upon the attached 
documentation. 0 
DATED, this JL.,,v-.rfaay of April 2009. 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this ZZ-ciay of April 2009, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
JOHNS. DINGER 
Deputy Prosecutor, Ada County 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental 
MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE 2 
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04/21/2009 02:30 2083776535 ADA COUNTY SHERIFF 
PAGE 02 
City Light Home for Women & Children ... L,ighthouse Rescue Mission ... River of Life Rescue Mission 




Dear Robert Stevenson, 
15 April, 2009 
We have received your request and are more than happy to extend our welcome to 
you up on completion of your period of incarceration. Upon your release, please come ·:o 
our facility on the northwest corner of 13th Street and River Street and we will begin y1JUr 
intake process. Please brin.g with you some form of valid id~ntification that we may 
photocopy fpr our records. (Please be advised that due to the close proxirnjty of a charter 
schoo1, i.f yo~ have been convict4d of a violent sex related crime, staying iin our facility 
would put Y,bu in violation of current registration Jaws and we are therefore un~ble to 
provide yo~lwith shelter. If this is your situation please contact the Ligh~house ~1en's 
Shelter in Nlampa.) Please come to see us after 4:00pm on any day to fill but your 
application.1\Make sure that you are sober an.d have not had anything to drink o* the d~ty of 
your applic~tion; we will not accept any guests who have been drinking br using illicit 
substances.\~fter you complete the intake application we wiJI assign youla bed iln one cf our 
dorms and_~~ locker that will be your~ for the duration of your stay with us. ; 
With~n three days into your stay, we will conduct an interview wi~h you ~o help us 
assess the $ys that we can. best help you gE!t back on your feet The River of Life shelt(~r 
offers a nurri~er of programs to assist our guests begin to li.ve out their pbtential and during 
this ~ntervteiitv process we WiJl help ybu decide the best course of action f~r your individual 
case. 'It is im~ortant to us at the Rivef 0of Life to help you to find a reneweh sense of self.· 
worth through the love of Jesus Christ and the implementation of positiv~ life changes: We 
are confident that if you are willing ~o work hard and follow ruJes, your stay here will be 
short but als9 a benefid.al step toward your future goals. 
May the Joy of'chnst e with you, 
. ~A 
QMolloy 
Administrati~e Assis nt 
River of Life · 
' . 






ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 




APR 2 2 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County Prosecutor: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, that the defendant will call 
on for hearing the defendant's MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE, now on file with the Court. 
Said hearing shall take place on the 24th day of April 2009, at the hour of 1 :30 p.m., in the 
courtroom of the above-entitlfid court, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED, this 2,2_ l'lday of April 2009. 
[A;vl/NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE) 1 
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...... 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this fZ~ day of April 2009, I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County P secutor via Interdepartmental Mail. 




Session Date: 2009/04/24 
Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 

















Case ID: 0016 
Division: DC 
Session Time: 08:04 




Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
Co-Defendant(s): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Medema, Jonathan 
Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
15:34:48 - Operator 
Recording: 
15:34:48 - New case 
Stevenson, Robert 
15:35:19 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
present in custody 
15:35:24 - Public Defender: Rolfsen, Eric 
present 
15:35:25 - State Attorney: Medema, Jonathan 
present 
15:35:56 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
reviews file 
15:36:58 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
Courtroom: CR504 
requests provide additional information regarding progr~m to enter for one 
15:37:11 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
Page 1 
000088
Session: owen042409 Page 2 
year 
15:37:53 - State Attorney: Medema, Jonathan 
no objection 
15:38:04 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
will release today; must provide further documentation to Court. 
15:40:10 - Defendant: Stevenson, Robert 
questions court regarding no contact order 
15:40:19 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
clarification 
15:41:13 - Judge: Owen, Patrick H. 
signs order to release defendant 
15:42:13 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
000089
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
RECEIVED 
APR 2 2 2009 
ADA COUNTY CLERK 
APR 2 4 2009 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Plaintiff, 
ORDER RELEASING DEFENDANT 
vs. 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
For good cause appearing, this Court hereby grants the defendant's MOTION FOR 
EARLY RELEASE. The Ada County Sheriff shall release the defendant above-named from his 
custody forthwith. 
SO O~ERED AND DATED, this _J!f._ day of April 2009. 
CKH.OWEN 
ORDER RELEASING DEFENDANT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs.~ S1fV\ J.~ L 
PROSECUTOR ±f ~ l L'(r 
COMPLAINING WITNESS----------
JUDGE 
D BE RE CZ D MacGREGOR-IRBY 
D BIETER D MANWEILER 
D CAWTHON D McDANIEL 
D COMSTOCK D MINDER 
D DAY 0 OTHS 
D GARDUNIA ji/"REARDON 
D HARRIGFELD D STECKEL 
D HAWLEY D SWAIN 




PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
DATE __ 3_·_3_·_{ (}--___ TIME __ 
TOXIMETER __________ _ 
CASE ID. ______ BEG. l'S fb 
END /Cf :S~ 
STATUS 
~ITNESS SWORN 
D PC FOUND 
D COMPLAINT SIGNED 
D AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
D NO PC FOUND 
D EXONERATE BOND 
D SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
D WARRANT ISSUED 
D BOND SET$ 
D NO CONTACT 
D.R.# __________ _ 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
Robkt lw\:s S~ 















pQ AGENT'S WARRANT 











0 MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
,.,.-
CASE NO. tE :iJcDO- I Cjfde,3 
CLERK \.\ • Ma.n \kt 
DATE :3 I 6 / 201'2. TIME lf 07 
CASE ID.~~ ~30512. BEG. I l07'?Jo 
COURTROOM _ __..Z~~---lf.___ END ) J QPIJ? 
STATUS 
~ STATE SWORN 
~ PCFOUND _________ ~ 
0 COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
~ 
AFFIDAVIT SIGNED 
JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN 
NO PC FOUND ---------0 EXONERATE BOND 
0 . SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
0 WARRANT ISSUED 0 BONDSET$ ________ _ 
0 NOCONTACT 
D.R.# __________ _ 




NO.\'i'l=:"\Fiii:n-----A.M._u_::,._s .... \.....__F..11Lg,~ -----
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT o;J}th 5 2012 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
STATE OF IDAHO ) By STORMY McCORMACK 
Plaintiff ) DEPUTY 
) 
-Vs.- ) AFFIDAVIT 
) 
Stevenson, Robert Louis ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of ADA 






Offense/Underlying Conviction: AGGRAVATED BATTERY; USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE 
COMMISSION OF A CRIME 
Date of Probation: 04/10/09 
____ L~or_i~P_in~o._ ___________ __, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
Batte 
1. THAT she is a probation officer for the State of Idaho. 
2. THAT on the 02, day of March, 2012, she issued an Agent's Warrant on the above named defendant for 
violating his probation: 
3. THAT the following statement is offered as probable cause. 
4. THAT your affiant has read the following statements and states that the facts set for therein are true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
The defendant was arrested by Garden City Police on 03/01/2012 for Misdemeanor 
Dated this 02 day of March , 2012 
Sr. Probation and Parole Officer 




Residing at {?....9-i '!' -f ,Idaho 
My commission expires /D ~ /1 y 
Bond is set at $ ______ pending arraignment. 
DATED this ___ day of ____ ~ 2012. 
-------------------~ 
Honorable Patrick H. Owen, Fourth Judicial District Judge 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
Community Corrections 
AGENT'S WARRANT OF ARREST 
' TO: All CHIEFS of POLICE, SHERIFFS, MARSHALS, CONSTABLES, and PEACE OFFICERS of the STATE of IDAHO. 
In accordance with Title 20-227 and 20-301 of the Idaho Code, you are hereby commanded to take or retake into custody during the 
day or night, and detain 
Name: -~R=o=b=ert........__L=o=ui=s=St=e~v=en~s"""o~n..._ ____ _ IDOC# 92674 
County of _Ada. _________ _ Court Case No. --'C=F-'-F;..,;;E._-0=8::;..-""'0=01=9=6 ... 6=3--____ _ 
For the underlying offense(s) of AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE 
COMMISSION OF A CRIME 
Who is alleged to have violated the Conditions of: 
(X ) PROBATION as granted by the 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
on the 10th day of April , 2009 at the City of Boise • County of____,A..:.::d=a:...,_ _ _ 
( ) PAROLE as granted by the IDAHO STATE COMMISSION OF PARDONS AND PAROLE 
on the __ day of __ __, ___ at the City of _______ _, County of _____ _ 
This warrant shall be sufficient to detain a probationer until they are brought before the Court for arraignment. Parolees shall be 
held without bond. This Warrant shall be valid until such time as it is replaced by a Bench Warrant, Parole Commission Warrant, 
or is withdrawn by the Department of Correction. 
Dated at Boise (City), Idaho in _A_d_a ___ County this 02nd day of March , 2012 . 
Alleged 1. Misdemeanor charge of Battery (03/01) 
Violations 2. 
C£tuXf~o 
----------------------~ 3. Sr. Probation/Parole Officer for 
4. 
~~~aho1' ~ 
is;gnature of Offender) (Date/Ti~ I have been given notice for the reason(s) I am in custody. 
::rnrm~~.ci.aibt o a preliminary hearing within 5 business days of my incarceration. 
(Initials of the Offender) 
__ _::~;.;::...:us...in1 .. the Offender) 
__ Parolee not eligible due to absconding or misdemeanor or felony convict1u11 
RECEIPT OF WARRANT 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that I received this Warrant on the-'d=--~-- day of _ _._M__,,a.....,...r ... (,,..1 ...... ~_.__ _ ___,. 20 
Officer Agency 
Ht 6' Wt 175 Hair Brown 
DOB SSN RACE White 
Eyes Green 
Sex Male 
Distribution PAROLE: Original-Parole Commission, Copy-Offender, Copy-Jail; Copy-/DOC File 
Distribution PROBATION: Original-Jail, Copy- Offender, Copy- /DOC File 
~<-}~ ARRES~f ED 
"DA COUNTY SHERIFF 
000094
_, 
Jail Booking Sheet 
Booking ID: 100519440 I llllll lllll lllll lllll 111111111111111111111111111111111 
LE #: 1020459 11111111111111111111111111111111 lllll llll llll 
Page 1 of 1 
Printed - 03/02/2012 
Printed by - 504680 
Name: STEVENSON ROBERT LOUIS SS DOB ge: 52 
Address: 525 AMERICANA (CORPUS CHRISTY) 
BOISE, ID 83702 Ph. Marital Status: S Education: GED 
Sex: M Race: W Ht: 6'01" Wt: 190 Eyes: HAZ Hair: BRO POB: ashupel, XX, FRANCE 
Marks: TAT R ARM; TAT L ARM, OTH, A RIBBON 
Alias: STEVENSON ROBERT LUIS, STEVENSON ROBERT LEWIS 
Emp: 
Notify: HEATHER ADAMSON Rel: Otherwise Known Ph: (208) 334-0900 - W 
Date-in: 03/01/2012 Time-in: 18:36:10 ADA JAIL/ HSU INFIRM NO/ 915 Prop Box: 1169 PCN#: 
Booked by: 4680 
Comments: 
* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * 
VISUAL ARREST 
DR: ADA 00-000000 Booked by: 4680 
Case: Def: Cnt: ISTARs Case: CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Arrest Date/Time: 03/02/2012 15:52:00 Release Date/Time: 
Citation: 
Location: 7210 barrister 
Officer: A 4936 Municipality: ADA COUNTY 
Visual: LE-126-A {F} AGENTS WARRANT--PROBATION VIOLATION 
Video Arraignment Date: 03/05/2012 Time: 13:30:00 




Pros. Agency: Ada County 
\\countyb\DFSSHARE\INSTALLS\lnHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sheriff\BookSheet V2.rpt - LM 06/05/2011 
000095
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 





MAR 0 5 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clor:c 
By STORMY McCORMArr,,. 
DEPUTY ,..,,\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE TO HOLD 
PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S 
WARRANT 
Kari L Higbee, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that ROBERT LOUIS 
STEVENSON is on probation for a felony charge in the State of Idaho. That an Agent's 
Warrant has been issued by LORI PINO, who is a probation officer for the Idaho 
Department of Corrections which is responsible to supervise this probationer. That said 
Defendant has been arrested in Ada County, Idaho on the Agent's Warrant and is now 
before this court. That said Defendant is the same person named in the above-mentioned 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE TO HOLD 
PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S WARRANT (STEVENSON), Page 1 
000096
warrant of arrest. Probable Cause to establish this belief is based upon the attached Agent's 
Warrant. 
Wherefore, it is requested that ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON be committed to the 
custody of the Sheriff of Ada C~i.inty, to be held with bail set by the assigned District Court 
Judge and that an arraignment be set in the District Court. 
DATED this 5th day of March 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 5th day of March 2012. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE TO HOLD 
PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S WARRANT (STEVENSON), Page 2 
000097
De:rJ.'f~ 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES .,- , 
SCHEDULED EVENT: v..A JUDGE: \jc:y,u \ ~ CLERK 'Ei nn~avi 
DATE: ~ /_s- /\J_ TIME: \ '.30 COURT ~:EF'ORTER: · ~~ 
TAF'E NO: ------....-- PR/AGY: ll:k_.pROS: l'\. UF~ 
. '€_g.)1ATTORNEY 11..t • _ _:__fs-. 
~ve-~~:-=tLQI;e-,=f-----p~~~~1~r-12-~~~--------------~~;~----------
_,.;e I I\ r GQ..) 
: . : Pr~fV\t 
~3:-ca~e Called Def:~esent Not Pres. ~ Custody 
~dvised of Right;s Waived Rts ~ F'D Appointed _ Waived Atty 
_ Gui 1 ty Plea/PV ~ t _ N/G Plea _ Advise Subsqt Penalty 
~nd $ ~Of?1IDJ _ ROR _Pay/Stay _Payment Agr. 
* 
* 
l . . 
War# Def• 01 Seq# 01 Type A Docket# Rev: 3/97 
000098
No. 
IN THE DISTR COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI :ICT OF if"!}: 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA ·--- Fii.Eo 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Robert Louis Stevenson 
525 Americana (corpus Christy) 
Boise, ID 83702 
Defendant. 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION ----P.M.~ 
l Cl-ff11s;::n 0 5 2012 
) Case No: CR-FE-2008-001966~Yl<c~~Fi D. FilCH. . 
) DCP WEGcNg , Clerk 
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLt<:"DEFE'NDER 
) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
) 
) D Ada D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian 
~------------------~) 
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: 
Arraignment Friday, March 16, 2012 01:30 PM 
Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
BONDAMOUNT: ~~~~- The Defendant is: D In Custody D Released on Bail D ROR 
TO: The above named defendant 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to 
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the 
Ada County Public Defender. 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with 
Rule 16 l.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND I OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY 
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
Dated : 3/5/2012 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were s rved as follows on thi 012. 
Defendant: Mailed __ Hand Delivered 
Clerk I date 
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail __ 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail __ 
Deputy Clerk 
000099
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 366 




A.M. ____ F_iL~~S ...... 00---.._ 
MAR 0 5 2012 
. CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
ORDER ON PROBATIONER 
ARREST ON AGENT'S 
WARRANT 
Kari L Higbee, having appeared before the Court this date, pursuant to arrest by the 
Ada County Sheriffs Office, in Ada County, Idaho. Defendant was informed in 
conformance with Administrative Order of the probation violation allegations against 
him/her, that he/she is not required to make a statement, and that any statement made by 
him/her may be used against him/her, of his/her right to counsel as provided by law, and of 





his/her rights to rebut the allegations, to present and confront witnesses and to present 
evidence all in District Court. 
IT IS ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that bond in this matter is set 
No Bo/Ip 
IT IS ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the defendant appear in Judge 
{JuJr;to 1 0 Court on the J { q -/'~ day of (Y'b,r ck) at the hour of 
('30 
DATED this 5th day of March 20,12. 
ORDER ON PROBATIONER ARREST ON AGENT'S WARRANT (STEVENSON), 
Page2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY 










SSN: XXX-XX- ) 
~~~---------
CASE NO. __ {,__~_e;.~..,,..,_O_f:_"--[~fi~~---~--J 
NOTIFICATION OF CONSEQUENCES AND 
PENALTIES FOR ESCAPE PURSUANT TO 
LC. §§ 18-2505, 2506 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
LC. § 18-2505 (1) Every prisoner charged with, convicted of, or on probation for a felony who is confined in any 
correctional facility, as defined in section 18-lOlA, Idaho Code, including any private correctional facility, or who while 
outside the walls of such correctional facility in the proper custody of any officer or person, or while in any factory, farm 
or other place without the walls of such correctional facility, who escapes or attempts to escape from such officer or 
person, or from such correctional facility, or from such factory, farm or other place without the walls of such correctional 
facility, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof, any such second term of imprisonment shall commence 
at the time he would otherwise have been discharged. A felony is punishable by fine not exceeding fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000.00) or imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. 
LC. § 18-2506 (l)(a) Every prisoner charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor who is confined in any county jail or 
other place or who is engaged in any county work outside of such jail or other place, or who is in the lawful custody of 
any officer or person, who escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is 
punishable by fine not exceeding $1000.00 or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. 
(b) In cases involving escape or attempted escape by use of threat, intimidation, force, violence, injury to person or 
property other than that of the prisoner, or wherein the escape or attempted escape was perpetrated by use or possession of 
any weapon, tool, instrument or other substance, the prisoner shall be guilty of a felony. 
Escape shall be deemed to include abandonment of a job site or work assignment without the permission of an 
employment supervisor or officer. Escape includes the intentional act of leaving the area of restriction set forth in a court 
order admitting a person to bail or release on a person's own recognizance with electronic or global positioning system 
tracking, monitoring and detention or the area of restriction set forth in a sentencing order, except for leaving the area of 
restriction for the purpose of obtaining emergency medical care. 
DEFENDANT DATE 
..cN\ NOTIFICATION OF PENALTIES - ESCAPE [REV 11-2010] 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
\,- / 
~~ 10610 FIL~~----
MAR 13 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By AMY LANG 
DB'UTY 
/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL,DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
COMES NOW, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, the above-named defendant, by and 
through counsel MICHAEL W LOJEK, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this 
Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond 
is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post 
such a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right 
to bail. 
DATED, Monday, March 12, 2012. 
MICHAEL W LOJEK 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, March 12, 2012, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
JOHNS DINGER 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
000103
AllA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
~~-1-j\ 0H-G,..,j'"'t...i()l::':'1L=~.~~---_-_-_- ---
MAR 1· 3 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk ' 
By AMY LANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to JOHNS DINGER: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Friday, March 16, 2012, at the hour of 01:30 PM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, 
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Monday, March 12, 2012. 
MICHAEL W LOJEK 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, March 12, 2012, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
JOHNS DINGER 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
000104
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
~~--~th~'~A12rf+c;Fl~~n~======== 
MAR 1 ·3 2012 200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By AMY LANG Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
vs. REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
TO:' THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and.photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) · Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. · 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 
000105
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6) All reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9} All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
ll)Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Monday, March 12, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, March 12, 2012, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
MAR 1 4 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 













Case No. CR-F,lj-2008-0019663 , Q::> 
fM.10,AA'iJ.(tj; ~~3trl2---l r--
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
County of Ada ) 
COMES NOW, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That on the 2nd day of March 2009, the said Defendant pied guilty to I. 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, and IV. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (STEVENSON/CR-FE-2008-0019663), Page 1 
000107
DURING THE CO:l\1l\1ISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, and that on ~e 10th day of April 
2009, this Court placed the Defendant on probation for a period of eight (8) years. 
This Court required, and the Defendant agreed, that as a condition of probation he 
would respect and obey all the laws of the State of Idaho, at all times conduct himself as a 
good citizen, and obey the rules and regulations of probation. That the Defendant violated 
the above-mentioned term of his probation agreement by: 
4. 
Committing the crnne of POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINER, 
l\1ISDEMEANOR, on or about the 18th day of July 2011, filed as case 
number CR-MD-2011-0011258; 
Committing the crime of FAILURE TO APPEAR UPON A 
l\1ISDEMEANOR CITATION, MISDEMEANOR, on or about the 18th day 
ofJuly 2011, filed as case number CR-MD-2011-0011258~  rib 
Committing the crime of BATTERY, MISDEMEANOR,. on or about the 1st 
day ofMarch 2012, filed as case number CR-MD-2012-0003211; 
Failing to pay fines, fees, funds, surcharges and/ or costs as ordered by the 
Court; 
5. Failing to maintain full-time employment, be actively seeking employment or 
be enrolled as a full time student as lawfully requested by his supervising 
officer, to-wit: the said Defendant has stopped looking for employment and 
stated that he would like to attend college, but was unable to, due to 
outstanding student loans; 
Consuming and/or possessing an alcoholic beverage, to-wit: on or about the 
21st day of July 2010, the said Defendant admitted that he had relapsed on 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (STEVENSON/CR-FE-2008-0019663), Page 2 
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alcohol at the end of June 20 I 0, which is a violation of his orders of 
probation; 
Consuming and/or possessing an alcoholic beverage on or about the 18th day 
of July 2011, which is a violation of his orders of probation; 
< 
Consuming and/or possessing an alcoholic beverage, to-wit: on or about the 
3rd day of January 2012, an email was received from the said Defendant 
reporting that he checked himself into the Allumbaugh House after having 
trouble with drinking alcohol, which is a violation of his orders of probation, 
and by; 
9. Failing to attend and/or successfully complete domestic violence treatment as 
Court ordered, to-wit: the said Defendant was not able to do his domestic 
violence treatment due to having unstable residence, inability to stay sober 
and his chronic unemployment status. 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (STEVENSON/CR-FE-2008-0019663), Page 3 
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~ .. .;.-," 
WHEREFORE, your affiant prays for a hearing, at which time to show cause why 
the probation and sentence in this cause should not be revoked and sentence imposed 
according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Atto 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /Lf t" day of r<\:tr~ 2012. 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
~&--~ 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
Residing at Ba '1..se.. , Idaho 
Commission Expires: /7,;-/ l:,·2-lJIS: 
/ 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (STEVENSON/CR-FE-2008-0019663), Page 4 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 
Probation and Parole, District 4 
8752 W. Fairview Ave. · 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
(208) 327-7008 ext 280 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
DATE: 03/06/12 
TO: The Honorable Patrick H. Owen 
Judge, Fourth District Court 
Ada County Courthouse 
Boise, Idaho 
NAME: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
CASE: CR-FE-08-0019663 
ADDRESS: 525 Americana Blvd, Corpus Christy (homeless) 
OFFENSE: Aggravated Assault & Use of a Deadly Weapon during the Commission of a Crime 
DATE OF SENTENCE: April 10, 2009 
SENTENCE: Eight (8) Years, Two (2) Fixed, Remaining Six (6) Years Indeterminate 
DATE OF PROBATION: April 10, 2009 
COUNTY: Ada JUDICIAL DISTRICT: Fourth 
RULE VIOLA TED 1 
COURT ORDER CONDITION (CJ. which states: "That during said period of probation the said defendant 
shall not violate any law or ordinance of the United States or any city, state or county therein, wherein a . 
fine or bond forfeiture of more than $100.00 or a jail term could have been imposed as a penalty''. 
SUMMARY1 
COURT ORDER CONDITION (C), which states: On 07/18/11 1 the defendant was arrested for Open 
Container (CR-MD-2011-0011258). The defendant did not appear for his court hearing and a warrant for 
Failure to Appear was issued on 08/31/11. The defendant turned himself into Ada County Jail on 
09/20/11. 
On 03/01/12, the defendant was arrested, by Garden City Police, forthe charge of Battery. The police 
report will be forwarded when received. 
RULE VIOLA TED 2 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (01 ). which states: "Defendant shall pay the sums set out I this 




arranged with the probation officer." 
SUMMARY2 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (01) was violated in that: On 03/05/12, a check of the Idaho 
Repository was done and according to the defendant's account, the balance is currently at $201.00. A 
copy of the repository is attached. · 
RULE VIOLA TED 3 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (04), which states: "During the entire term of probation, the said 
defendant shall maintain steady employment, be actively seeking employment or be enrolled as a full-
time student, to the extent he is physically and mentally able to do so". 
SUMMARY3 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION CD4) was violated in that: Since being placed on probation, the 
defendant has not worked, with the exception of a short term of employment at Ling and Louie's 
Restaurant. On 05/24/11, the defendant stated that as soon as he received his first paycheck that he 
went on a Methamphetamine and alcohol binge. 
The defendant was steadily looking ~or employment when he was first on probation, but has stopped 
looking all together. The defendant stated that he would like to attend college, but was unable to do so 
due to outstanding student loans. 
RULE VIOLA TED 4 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (D7.l. which states: "Defendant shall not purchase, possess or 
consume any alcoholic beverages while on probation". 
SUMMARY4 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (07) was violated in that: On 07121/10, during an office 
appointment with PPO Netten, the defendant admitted that he had relapsed on alcohol at the end of 
June, 2010. The defendant signed an admission form (attached). 
On 09/24/11, I found a Failure to Appear Warrant for the defendant. The defendant stated that he was 
cited for Open Container on 07/18/11. The defendant did not report the arrest to me and bonded out of 
jail and checked himself into the Allumbaugh House for addiction issues. The defendant reported to rne 
that he did not tell me that he was arrested because he was trying to turn things around and did not want 
to be violated. The defendant stated that he missed his Court date due to being at the Allumbaugh 
House. 
On 01/03/12, I received an email from the defendant reporting that he had checked himself into the 
Allumbaugh House after having trouble with drinking alcohol. The defendant reported to me that he 
"didn't know what else to do". 
RULE VIOLA TED 5 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (014). which states: "Defendant has completed a domestic 
violence evaluation and will follow the recommendations of that evaluations or the follow-up treatment 
recommended by his treatment program. Defendant's compliance will be monitored by this probation 
officer''. 
SUMMARY& 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (014) was violated in that: Thedefendantwas notable to do his 
000112
Page3 
domestic violence treatment due to having unstable residence, inability to stay sober, and his chronic 
unemployment status. The defendant sought help from Heather Adamson, CPS, with District 4 Health & 
Welfare in an attempt to stabilize his situation. Myself, and Ms. Adamson were attempting to help the 
defendant find housing, employment, and secure funding for domestic violence treatment. 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS 
Walker Center Outpatient Treatment 
AA meetings 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Terry Reilly Mental Health Counseling 
Recovery 4 Life 




The defendant is currently incarcerated at the Ada County Jail, after his arrest. The defendant was living 
at 525 American Blvd, which is the Corpus Christy House. The defendant has been homeless for several 
years and has been staying at the Corpus Christy House since at least 2009. 
EMPLOYMENT and EDUCATION 
The defendant Is currently unemployed. 
RELATIONSHIPS and FAMILY 
The defendant reports that he is not in a relationship at this time. 
PHYSICAUMENTAL HEALTH 
The defendant reports that he has been diagnosed with depression and is taking Celexa. 
SUBTANCE ABUSE 
The defendant has reported drinking alcohol on several occasions as well as using Methamphetamine. 
RECOMMENDATION 
On 03/02/12, an Agent's Warrant was issued after the defendant was arrested by Garden City Police for 
Misdemeanor Battery. The defendant was previously arrested, on 07/18/11, for Open Container. The 
defendant missed his court appearance and was then issued a warrant for Failure to Appear. The 
defendant stated that he missed his court appearance due to admitting himself to the Allumbaugh House 
for 11addlction problems". The defendant turned himself into Ada County Jail on 09/20/11. The defendant 
has had several relapses with alcohol and an admission of Methamphetamine use. The defendant is 
chronically homeless and has had a difficult time finding work. 
At this time, the defendant is in custody on an Agent's Warrant. The defendant appears to have a serious 
problem with addiction. If the defendant is found to have violated the terms of his probation, it is the 
recommendation of this officer that a sentence of retained jurisdiction be imposed. I believe that the 




APPROVED: Sh ~ & ); ~\; ~ 
Shelly wmiams ectiori up~ or 
Community Corrections, District 4 
Respectfully submitted, 
Lori S. Pino 
Sr. Probation/Parole Officer 
THE ABOVE DOCUMENTED INFORMATION, WHICH IS IN WRITING, IS KNOWN BY ME TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
0)0LAXPVVLU 
Probation Officer 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON 
THIS fo DAY OF f'1 ~ r \. h_ , 2012. 
Notary Public 
Residing at __ 13.._o_c._r_(..._. ___ , Idaho 
·ivly commission expires 
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case Number Result Page 
Ada 
2 Cases Fo1..1nd. 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
No hearings scheduled 
ase: CR..fE-2008-0019663 District Judge: =~k H. Amd~~~$2D1.00 Closed 
Charges: ~::tion Charge Citation Degree Disp0$ttion 
11 /0212008 I 1 B·905(A) Assault-aggravated 
(use Deadly 
Weaponlinsb'ument) 
Officer. Durbin, Rick, SO 
11/0212008 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated 
(use Deadly 
Weaponnnstrumant) 
Officer: Durbin, Rick, BO 
11/0212008 118-905(A) Assault-aggravated 
(use Deadly 
Weapon/instrument) 
Officer; Durbin, Rick, BO 
11/0212008 119·2520 Enhancement-use Of 
Deadly Weapon Comm Of 
Felony 
Officer: Durbin, Rick, BO 




Dat Penitentiary: 2 
years 
lndet Penitentiary: 6 
years ' . 
Felony Finding: Dismissed on 




Felony Finding: Dismissed on 








Jail: 210 days 
Credited time (Yes): 
160 days 
Det Penitentiary: 2 
years 
lndet Penitentiary: 6 
years 












11/03/2008 New Case Filed· Felony 
11/03/2008 Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor 
11/03/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment 11/03/2008 01:30 PM) 
1110312008 Hearing result for Video Arraignment held on 11 /03/2008 01 :30 PM; Arraignment I First Appearance 
11/03/2008 Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Publio Defender 
1110312008 BOND SET: at 50000.00 • (118-905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument)) . 
11/03/2008 No Contact Order: OR Civn Protection Order Issued 
11/0312008 Notice Of Hearing 
11/0312008 No Contact Order: CMI Order Granted: 
11/05/2008 Motion For Bond Reduction 
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11/05/2008 Notice Of Hearing 
11/05/.2008 Defenc.fant's Request for Discovery 
11/05/2008 Prosecutor assigned WHITNEY A FAULKNER 
1111712008 BOND SET: at 25000.00 • (118~905(A) Assau1t-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument)) 
11/17/2008 Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11117/2008 08:30 AM: Continued 
11/1712008 Judge Change: Adminsltrative 
11/1712008 Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/04/2008 08:30 AM) 
1210412008 He~ring result for Preliminary held on 12/04/2008 08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing WaiVed (bound Over) 
12104/2008 Chnage A$signed Judge: Bind Over 
12104/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12119/2008 01:30 PM) 
12/04/2008 Commitment 
12/04/.2008 Amended Complaint Filed 
12/0512008 Information 
12/08/2008 Prosecutor assigned JOHNS DINGER 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 12/1912008 01 :30 PM: District Court 
1211912008 Arraignment- Court Reporter; Kasey Redlich Number of Pages: Less than 100 
pages 
1211912008 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/02/2009 08:30 AM) · 
1211912008 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 02120/2009 11 :00 AM) 
1211912008 A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118·90S(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weaponlinstn.iment)) 
1211912008 A Plea i$ entered for charge: - NG (118·905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instroment)) 
1211912008 A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (11B·90S(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly WeaponliMtrument)) 
12122/2008 Schedullng Order 
01/15/2009 state/City Request for Discovery 
. 01/15/2009 State/City Response to Discovery 
0112312009 Notice of Intent to Use l.R.E. 404(b) 
0112312009 state/City Response to Discovery/Addendum 
0210912009 State/City Response to Discovery/2nd Addendum 
0211712009 State/City Response to Discovery/Third Addendum 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 02/20/2009 11 :OO AM: District Court 
02/2012009 Hearing Held Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich Number of Transcript Pages for this 
hearing estimated: l.e$$ than 100 pages 
0.2120/2009 state's E;ichibit List 
0212012009 State's Witness List 
0310212009 A Plea is entered for charge:· GT (118·905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument)) . 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/0212009 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
03/02/2009 Held Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimatec.f: CHANGE of Plea~ Less than 100 pages 
03/02/2009 Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/10/2009 09:00 AM) 
03/02/2009 Guilty Plea Advisory 
OS/02/200e A Plea is entered for charge: • GT (I 19·2520 Enhancement-use Of Deadly 
Weapon Comm Of Felony) 
0310212009 Pre-.Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered 
03/16/2009 Order for Domestic Violence Evaluation, Funds, and Access 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 04/1012009 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
04/10/2009 Held Court Reporter. Kasey Redlich Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
04/10/.2009 Finding of Guilty (118-905(A) Assautt-aggravated(use Deadly Weapon/instrument)) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-905(A) A$$aurt-aggravated(use Deadly 
000116
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0411012009 We~pcn~nsf!'Urnent)) .Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. 
Penitentiary indeterminate: 6 years. 
0411012009 Finding of Guilty (119-2520 Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of Felony) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (119-2520 Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon 
04/10/2009 Comm Of Felony) Confinement terms: Jail: 21 o days. Credited time: 160 days, 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiar'y indeterminate: 6 years. 
04/10/2009 STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action 
0411012009 Sentenced To Pay Fine 100.50 charge: 118·905(A) Assault-aggravated(use Deadly weapon/instrument) 
0411012009 Sentenced To Pay Fine 100.50 charge: 119-2520 Enhancement-use Of Deadly Weapon Comm Of Felony 
0411312009 Judgm.ent of Conviction, Suspended Sentence, Order of Probation and Commitment 
04/2212009 Motion for early release 
04/2212009 Notice Of Hearing 
04/23/2009 Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 0412412009 01 :30 PM) 
Hearing resultfor Hearing Scheduled held on 04/2412009 01 :30 PM: District Court 
04/24/2009 Hearing Held Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich Number of transcript Pages for this 
hearing estimated: Less than 100 pages 
02/04/2010 STATUS CHANGED (batch process) 
State of Idaho V'$, Katheryn AG L.ongstreet 
No hearings scheduled 
. Magistrate Arnount$0 
ase: CR-IN-2008..0019663 Magistrate Judge. Court Clerk due: .oo Closed 
Ch~rges: ~~~on Charge Citation Degree Disposition 
Register 
05/06/2008 149-654(2) Speed-exceed 
Maximum Speed Limit 
Officer: Schu!U, Fred, BO 






05/08/2008 New Case .Filed~ Infraction 
05/1912008 Finding of GuBty (149-654(2) Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit (1-15 MPH)) 
05/19/2008 STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action 
0511912008 Sentenced To Pay Fine 75.00 charge: 149-654(2) Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit (1·15 MPH) 
05/19/2008 STATUS CHANGED: closed 
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IDAHO DEPARTMEN'T O.F COllliEC.TIO.N 




ADMISSION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE -
I,'1e'6r::.u...\. s\-E\.l&-1!'>>1'; do hereby admit that I used'---'-~,_,· \--=t... .. ~ .... ~-'-'~-'-~-----
on or about i.:> J d... 7:, / l '> 
~----~~--~-~~ ' , 
I understand when I sign this document that it may be used in a Report of Violation, whlch may be submitted to the 
court/ parole commission. 





Time: 02:50 PM 










Closed pending clerk action 
Judge History 
Judge 
Four Jdicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2011-0011258 








7/24/2011 Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Reason for Removal 
Current 
Prosecutors 




Time: 02:50 PM 
Page 2 of.'5 
Four 1dicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2011-0011258 









SSN: Not on file 
DOB
Phone Number: Sex: Male 
Driver's license: FPC Number: 1110158262 
Employer: 
Comment: 
Money Due Date: Extension Date: Hold Date: 
Agreement Date: Terms: 
Trial Held: No Trial 
First Appearance: 9/20/2011 
Register of Actions 
7/24/2011 NCRM New Case Filed - Misdemeanor Clerk, Magistrate Court 
7/25/2011 PROS Prosecutor assigned Boise City Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Prosecutor- Generic 
8/9/2011 Affidavit of Failure to Obey-Arraignment Clerk, Magistrate Court 
08/08/2011 
8/31/2011 FTOC F.T.O. Complaint Clerk, Magistrate Court 
WARI Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: Clerk, Magistrate Court 
150.00 Defendant: Stevenson, Robert L 
XSEA Case Sealed Clerk, Magistrate Court 
STAT STATUS CHANGED: Inactive Clerk, Magistrate Court 
9/20/2011 WART Warrant Returned Defendant: Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Stevenson, Robert L 
XUNS Case Un-sealed Clerk, Magistrate Court 
STAT STATUS CHANGED: Pending Clerk, Magistrate Court 
BOOK Booked into Jail on: Clerk, Magistrate Court 
HRSC Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment Gardunia, Theresa 
09/20/2011 01 :30 PM) 
HRHD Hearing result for Video Arraignment Gardunia, Theresa 
scheduled on 09/20/2011 01 :30 PM: 
Hearing Held 
PLEA A Plea is entered for charge: - GT Clerk, Magistrate Court 
(M807-6-01-15 POSSESSION OF OPEN 
CONTAINER) 
FIGT Finding of Guilty (M807-6-01-15 Clerk, Magistrate Court 
POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINER) 
JAIL Sentenced to Jail or Detention Clerk, Magistrate Court 
(M807-6-01-15 POSSESSION OF OPEN 
CONTAINER) Confinement terms: Jail: 1 




Time: 02:50 PM 
Page 3 of:5 
Fo1 Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2011-0011258 
State of Idaho vs. Robert L Stevenson 
Register of Actions 







(119-3901A Failure to Appear for 
Misdemeanor Citation) 
Finding of Guilty (119-3901A Failure to Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Appear for Misdemeanor Citation) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (119-3901A Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Failure to Appear for Misdemeanor 
Citation) Confinement terms: Jail: 1 day. 
Credited time: 1 day. 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending Clerk, Magistrate Court 
clerk action 
Status Status Date Served By Expires 
Returned, Served 9/20/2011 
Charge: M807-6-01-15 POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINEI 




Time: 02:50 PM 









Fo Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2011-0011258 
State of Idaho vs. Robert L Stevenson 
201107 M807-6-01-15 POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINER 
7/18/2011 05:35 PM 
O'Rourke, Kevin, BO Police Reference: 
9/20/2011 Comment: 
Guilty Finding: Guilty 
Sentencing Defer Date: 
Modified Sentence: Modified Sentence Date: 
Jurisdiction: Retained: Retained Days: Relinquished: 
License Suspension: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended: Suspension reported: 
Complied: Compliance reported: 
User: PRWILSVL 
Degree:M 
Citation: 1466940 Appearance Date: Accident: No 
Cited Speed: Posted Speed: Hazardous Material: No Commercial Vehicle: No 
Drivers License: Vehicle Plate: 
ITD Reported : 
SCI Reported Date: Withheld Reported Date: 
JCA Reported Date: Agency Reported Date: 
F and G Reimbursement: F and G Meat Processing Fee: Interlock Device: 












Months: Days: 1 
1 
Charge Withheld Result: Withheld Result Date: 
Concurrent Sentences: 
Consecutive Sentences: 
Commuted Sentence: Penitentiary Suspended: 




Time: 02:50 PM 











Fo1 Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2011-0011258 
State of Idaho vs. Robert L Stevenson 
201107 119-3901A Failure to Appear for Misdemeanor Citation 
7/18/2011 05:35 PM 
O'Rourke, Kevin, BO Police Reference: 
9/20/2011 Comment: 
Guilty Finding: Guilty 
Sentencing Defer Date: 
Modified Sentence Date: 
Retained: Retained Days: Relinquished: 
License Suspension: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended: Suspension reported: 
Complied: Compliance reported: 
User: PRWILSVL 
Degree:M 
Citation: Appearance Date: Accident: No 
Cited Speed: Posted Speed: Hazardous Material: No Commercial Vehicle: No 
Drivers License: Vehicle Plate: 
ITD Reported : 
BCI Reported Date: Withheld Reported Date: 
JCA Reported Date: Agency Reported Date: 
F and G Reimbursement: F and G Meat Processing Fee: Interlock Device: 
Confinement Complete By: Years: Months: Days: 1 
Jail 
Suspended: 








Charge Withheld Result: N 
Concurrent Sentences: 
Consecutive Sentences: 
Withheld Result Date: 
Commuted Sentence: Penitentiary Suspended: 
Life Sentence: Death Sentence: 
Comment: 
I hereby certify that the attached record is a true and accurate reflection of the 
information related to this case, so far as it is documented in the ISTARS system. 
Date: _______________ _ 
Signature: _____________ _ 
Deputy Clerk of the 4th District Court 




Time: 02:52 PM 











Fol Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2012-0003211 




Clerk, Magistrate Court 




Reason for Removal 
Administrative 
Current 




Time: 02:52 PM 
Page 2 of4 
Fo1 Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2012-0003211 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
Defendant 
Name: Stevenson, Robert Louis 
Address: 525 Americana (corpus Christy) SSN:
DOB:
Phone Number: 
Boise ID 83702 · 
Work: Sex: Male 
Driver's license: IN FPC Number: 1110164002 
Employer: 
Comment: 
Money Due Date: 
Agreement Date: 
Trial Held: No Trial 





3/23/2012 10:15 AM 
4/24/2012 08:15AM 


















Hawley, John Jr. 




GC Pretrial Conference 
Jury Trial 
New Case Filed - Misdemeanor Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Prosecutor assigned Garden City Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Prosecutor Office 
Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment Swain, Kevin 
03/02/2012 01 :30 PM) 
Hearing result for Video Arraignment Swain, Kevin 
scheduled on 03/02/2012 01 :30 PM: 
Arraignment I First Appearance 
Hearing result for Video Arraignment Swain, Kevin 
scheduled on 03/02/2012 01:30 PM: 
Conference Held 
Judge Change: Administrative Hawley, John Jr. 
Order Appointing Public Defender Ada Hawley, John Jr. 
County Public Defender 
Hearing Scheduled (GC Pretrial Hawley, John Jr. 
Conference 03/23/2012 10:15 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Hawley, John Jr. 
04/24/2012 08:15 AM) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG Hawley, John Jr. 
(118-903 Battery) 
BOND SET: at 2000.00 - (118-903 Hawley, John Jr. 
Battery) · 
Order Appointing Public Defender Hawley, John Jr. 




Time: 02:52 PM 
Fol Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2012-0003211 
User: PRWI LSVL 
Page 3 of·4 /' 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
Register of Actions 
3/5/2012 NOPE Notification of Penalties for Escape 












3/1/2012 06:02 PM 
O'Gorman, James, GC 
Comment: 
Battery 
Not Guilty Finding: None 
Sentencing Defer Date: 
Modified Sentence Date: 
Retained: Retained Days: 
License Suspension: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended: Suspension reported: 
Complied: Compliance reported: 
Hawley, John Jr. 
Hawley, John Jr. 
Police Reference: 2012-0976 
Relinquished: 
Citation: 210199 Appearance Date: 3/2/2012 Accident: No 
Degree:M 
Cited Speed: Posted Speed: Hazardous Material: No Commercial Vehicle: No 
Drivers License: ZF366100A ID Vehicle Plate: 
ITD Reported : 
BCI Reported Date: Withheld Reported Date: 
JCA Reported Date: Agency Reported Date: 
F and G Reimbursement: F and G Meat Processing Fee: Interlock Device: 










Charge Withheld Result: Withheld Result Date: 
Concurrent Sentences: 
Consecutive Sentences: 
Commuted Sentence: Penitentiary Suspended: 
Life Sentence: Death Sentence: 
Comment: 
I hereby certify that the attached record is a true and accurate reflection of the 
information related to this case, so far as it is documented in the ISTARS system. 
000126
Date: 3/7/2012 
Time: 02:52 PM 
Page 4 of.'4 
Fo1 Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Complete Case History 
CR-MD-2012-0003211 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Louis Stevenson 
Date: ______________ _ 
Signature: ____________ _ 
Deputy Clerk of the 4th District Court 
in and for the County of Ada 
User: PRWILSVL 
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BATTERY SIMPLE ASSAULT 





* * * SUSPECTS * * * 
STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS 





* * * VICTIM:S * * * 































Incident#: 01-2012-00976 PAGE 1 
Statns/Dispo: ARRESTED 
Non Criminal: D 
Reported Date/rime: 03/01/2012 17:44 
Occurred Date: 3/1/2012 TO 3/1/2012 
Occurred Time: 5:44:00PM TO 5:44:00PM 
Rpt By: CREMONESE, JOHN 
NO FIXED (HOMELESS) 
Phone 1: 
Phone 2: 
BRANNAN, J BLAIR/SERGEANT 
O'GORMAN, JAMES 




185 Hair: BROWN 
Cell: 






Ethn: NOT HISPANIC 
Eyes: HAZEL 
03/05/2012 
Gender: MALE Ethn: NOT HISPANIC 
180 Hair: BROWN Eyes: GREEN 
Cell: 








Q3/07/20li 15:23:20 LE064P GARDEN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT Incident#: 
Status/Dispo: 
Misdemeanor: Felony: D Non Criminal: D 
Initial NOC: Reported Dateffime: 








BATIERY SIMPLE ASSAULT 










* * * SUSPECTS * * * 
STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS 
* * * VICTIMS * * * 












PRESCRIPTION IN STEVENSON NAME 
Rpt By: CREMONESE, JOHN 
1220 BRANNAN, J BLAIR/SERGEANT 
1326 O'GORMAN, JAMES 























BAG LOOSE TOBACCO 
SAFEKEEPING 























15:23:19 LE064 GARDEN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SAFEKEEPING 




































********************END OF REPORT******************** 
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: Garden City Police Department 
Report #1200976.001 
Offense: Battery 
Suspect: Robert Stevenson 
Victim: John Cremonese 
Initial call: 
Audio Tape Recording _x_Y es _No 
Digital Tape# __ 12.00976 ____ _ 
01/13/1960 
No Fixed Address 
On March 1, 2012 at approximately 17 44 hours, I was dispatched to a battery that just occurred 
at 3525 W. Chinden Blvd 0f'/est River Inn) room #35. The calling party, John Cremonese stated 
his friend Robert Stevenson battered him when he came out of the shower in his hotel room. 
Contact with Robert Stevenson: 
I made contact with a white male in front of room #35, who was identified by an Idaho 
identification card as Robert Stevenson. Stevenson stated he was leaving the hotel room he 
was sharing with Cremonese because they got into an argument. 
Stevenson told me Cremonese came out of the shower with an attitude and attempted to head 
butt him. Stevenson told me he punched Cremonese in the chest. Stevenson had an odor of an 
alcoholic beverage coming from his person. Stevenson tolq me he and Cremonese had been 
drinking beer. 
Contact with John Cremonese: 
I contacted a white male inside of room #35 who was identified by an Idaho identification card 
as John Cremonese. Cremonese told me he was exiting the bathroom of the hotel room when 
Stevenson hit him in the chest with a closed fist. Cremonese said he did not know why 
Stevenson hit him. Cremonese ~old me that both he and Stevenson had been drinking alcohol 
prior to the battery. 
Cremonese completed a citizen's arrest form and signed the citation issued to Stevenson. 
Cremonese refused medical treatment. 




; Garden City Police Department 
Report #1200976.001 
Disposition: 
Stevenson was transported to the Ada County jail and booked in for simple battery. Stevenson 
was issued Misdemeanor citation #210199 for Simple Battery. No further. 
Dated:. _____ _ Signed: _________________ _ 
(affiant) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on __________ _ 
PERSON AUTIIORIZED TO 
ADMJNISTER OATHS. 
Title: ___________ _ 
(or) 
(Date) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at:. ___________ _ 
My Commission Expires: ________ _ 
THIS COURT FINDS PROBABLE CAUSE FOR TIIB ABOVE-REFERENCED CRIMES AS SHOWN BY AFFIDAVIT OF 
TIIB PEACE OFFICER. DATED THIS day of ________ ~------" 
Magistrate 




Garden City Police Department 
:Repor't #1200976 
Disposition: 
Stevenson was transported to the Ada County jail and booked in for simple battery. Stevenson 
was issued Misdemeanor citation #210199 for Simple Battery. No further. 
Dated: 3 / 5 /J 'L 
• Signed:._-\k----------------(affiant) 
Subscnbed and sworn to before me o ----------
PERSON AUTHORIZED TO 
ADMINISTER OATHS. 
Title:. __________ _ 
(or) 
(Date) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at. ___________ _ 
My Commission Expires:. ________ _ 
TillS COURT FINDS PROBABLE CAUSE FOR THE ABOVE-REFERENCED CRIMES AS SHOWN BY AFFIDAVIT OF 
THE PEACE OFFICER, DATED THIS . day of--------~------
Magistrate 




COUNTY OF ADA 
GARDEN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
STATEMENT OF PRIVATE PERSON'S (CITIZEN'S) ARREST 
AS A PRIVATE PERSON, 
D.R. #?Dru· Cf!],_ 
DATE: 3 / l r LO l l-
er e.m on e..5e. 
HAVE.ARRESTED s+~vt:NJ56Y> f<obe-r± t-.·ovi.s 
• (LAST) (FIRST) (MIDDLE) 
FOR 6A±te..~y 51mp-le. 17) --qo3 
{VIOtATION) (SECTION CODE) 
A PUBLIC OFFENSE COMMITTED IN MY PRESENCE AT 3 62.5 C..b 1f'7ckn B /vd 
f2.oom 3..5 
(ADDRESS OF OFFENSE) 
---------AT /7 6 0 ON 3 (I I z.o l:L 
(TIME) I I (DATE) 
I HEREBY DEMAND THAT POLICE OFFICER( s) 0 I Go cmfJ/J :::# 132-.b 
TRANSPORT SAID _ _..f<.__,._.,oL..b...:..>.:e~t:_+..__-=s::;....+:......:-c-::;....VC-v7~;...:.....c.S0.;;.._n _____ _ 
{NAME OF SUSPECT) 
TO ff of A ·Co. -:S-A·; I 
(STATION) 
TELEPHONE __________________ _ 
I AGREE TO COOPERATE FULLY AND APPEAR WHEN REQUIRED AT . ALL STAGES OP THE 
PROCEEDINGS. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MUST CONTACT THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY ASSIGNED 
TO THE ABOVE POLICE STATION BY THE TIME THAT COURT CONVENES. I UNDERSTAND THAT 
I MAY BE LIABLE FOR ANY FALSE AR.REST ACTION OR CIVIL LIABILITY THAT THE PERSON ~~ 
ARRESTED MAY INITIATE AS A RESOLT OP THIS INCIDENT. CJ 
COURT ____________________ __ 
ADDRESS ____________________ _ .. -oe_;=-
DATE ______________________ _ 
TIME ______________________ _ 
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~ GARDEN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
CASE STATUS REPORT DR#: 01-2012-00976 
Specific Crirrie: BATTERY SIMPLE ASSAULT CASE STATUS 
Location of Occurrence: _ ~ Cleared by Arrest 
3525 CHINDEN GARDEN CITY D Cleared by Exception 
Victim: D Unfounded 
CREMONESE, JOHN WILLIAM 
D Active 
Date Occurred: 3/1/2012 Date of Report: 03/01/2012 D Inactive 
Recovered Property (Quantity, Type, Brand, Serial#, Condition, Etc.) 
0 lnfonnation 
Amount of Property 
Recovered 
(Nearest Dollar) 
Person Arrested (Last, First, M.I.) D.O.B. Age SSN Address 
STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS 52 NO FIXED (HOMELESS) 
Document Routed To: (Check all applicable boxes) Additional Cases Cleared. (Note if 
~ City Prosecutor D County Prosecutor D Juvenile Court suspects may be suspects In cases being investigated by other agencies) 
D Magistrate Court D Traffic Court D H&W-Boise 
DR#: 
oc1u D Other 
Date Routed: 
Purpose of Routing Document (Check all applicable boxes) 
:-EZt Arrest/Summons ~ompleted D Request for Warrant/Summons 
D Submitted for Prosecutor Review and Disposition 
D Investigation follow-up 0 Declined by CIU (Inactive) Initials 
D Other: 
Please print request 
Memo From Sender: 
Sender: 
Employee's Name: Badge#: Date/Time: 
OJ Gol'Z.//YJ ~ AJ /'Jz.£ .::J./S'/}'L., Io :i o 
000135
Date: 3/7/2012 
Time: 02:53 PM 
• 
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Victim Comp. - Felony 
Administrative Surcharge -
Misd/Fel 
ISTARS Tech Fund 
Court Costs - Misd/Fel 
Peace Officer and Detention 
FolJ Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Ledger 
For Case CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Type Amount Entered 
Original 0.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 0.00 
Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 10.00 
Original 50.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 50.00 
Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 10.00 
Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 10.00 
Original 17.50 4/10/2009 
Item total: 17.50 
Original 3.00 4/10/2009 
Officer Temporary Disability Fee 
Item total: 3.00 
Charge amount due: 100.50 
119-2520 
Fine Original 0.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 0.00 
POST Fee Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 10.00 
Victim Comp. - Felony Original 50.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 50.00 
Administrative Surcharge - Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Misd/Fel 
















Time: 02:53 PM 
• 
Page 2 ot'2 
Stevenson, Robert Louis 
119-2520 
ISTARS Tech Fund 
Court Costs - Misd/Fel 
Peace Officer and Detention 
Fol Judicial District Court - Ada County 
Ledger 
For Case CR-FE-2008-0019663 
Type Amount Entered 
Original 10.00 4/10/2009 
Item total: 10.00 
Original 17.50 4/10/2009 
Item total: 17.50 
Original 3.00 4/10/2009 
Officer Temporary Disability Fee 
Item total: 3.00 
Charge amount due: 100.50 







IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
Community Correctio.ns 
AGENT'S WARRANT OF AR.REST 
TO: All CHlgFs of POLICE, SHERIFFS, MARSHALs, CONSTABLES, and PEACE OFFICERS of the STATE of IDAHO. 
In accordance with Title 20-227 and 20-301 of the Idaho Code, you are hereby commanded to take or retake Into custody during the 
day or night, and detain 
Narne: Robett.LOuis Stevenson : !DOC# 92674 
County of _Ada __ ~-----­ Court Case No. Cf .. FE-08..0019663 
For the underlying offense(s) of AGGRAVATED ASSAULT. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE 
COMMISSION OF A CRIME · 
Who Is alleged to have violated the Condition~ of: 
(X) PROBATION as granted by the 4TH JUDICIAL Ol~Rlcr. COURT 
. . . 
on the 10th day of April • 2009 at the City of Boise • County of __,A...,d""a....._ ____ .. 
( ) PAROLE as granted by the IDAHO STATE COMMISSION OF PARDONS AND PAROLE . . 
on the_ day of __ __, ___ at the City of ____ ___. _ ___, County of _____ __ 
Thi$ warrant shall be sufficient to detain a probationer until they are brought before the Court for arraignment. Parolees shall be 
held without bond. This Warrant shall be valid until such time as it is replaced by a Bench Warrant, Parole Commission Wartant, 




Boise (City), Idaho !n _....A=d:.::.a~· __ County this Jl2filL day of March , 2012 • 
l. MiSdemeanor charge of Battery (03/01) _£_.tiL.t({ n D 
2. 
3. Sr. Probation/Parole Officer for 
4. The State of Idaho 
I have been given notlcefqrthe reason(s) I a.m In custody. --.::S:::.~~li:::·~-~;::_:...· ~-~~ r.µ ;;__, 
(Signature of Offender) , (Date/Time · 
~.ONLY: 
I understanaTtiS-111:, w • _ a reliminary ~earing within S ·busi~ess d.ays of ~y Jncarc:eratlon. 
_I clo not wish to have a (J11:a ..... : hea.ring. (Initials of°the Offender) 
_ 1 wish to have the prellmlnary hearing. the Offender) 
_Parolee not eligible due to absconding o_r misdemeanor or felony convlctir.11, 
RECEIPT OF WARMNT . 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY, that t received this warrant ~n the-~ day of Y\arc,.h 
Officer Agencv .... 
I Ht Wt 175 Hair Brown . 
I DOB SSN RACE White 
Distribvtion PAROLE: Origlnol·Poro/e Commission, Copy·Oftender, Copy-Jail; Copy-IDOC File 
Distribution PROBATION: Orig Ina/ -Jail, Copy~ Offender, Copy:- /DOC File 
Eyes I Green I 
Sex I Male I 
000138
f' r 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF. THE FOURm ,nJDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
S'l'ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT.V OF A.DA 











Stevenson, Robert Louis 
STAiB OF IDAHO 
County of ADA 
Court case#: CR-.FE-08-19663 
) 
) Ss. 
Offense/UnderlyingConviction: AGGRAVATED BATTERY; USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE 
COMMISSION OF A CIUME 
Date of Probation: 04/10/09 
___ _.Lo=n .... · P,,_,i...,,n.._o _ ~----------i• being.first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. T.HA T she is a probation officer for the State of ldaho. 
2. l'HA Ton the Ol, day of March, 2012, she issued an Agent's Warrant on the above named defendant for 
violating his probation. 
3. THAT the following statement)$ offered as probable cause. 
4. THA Tyour affianthas read tbe followlng statements and st.ates that the facts set for therein are true and 
correct to the best of my lmow1edge and belief. 
The defendant was ao:ested by Garden City Police on 03/01/2012 for Misdemeanor 
Ba.ttei;y. . 
Dated this Q1 day of March , 2Q 12 
.. . ... 
Sr. l?robation and Parole Officer 
d d~y of,..-...'/(/J..JJ;.81:!._r.::;.:.{o.::...i-, ____ 202. 
·~.~ 
... Notary Public 
Rcsidtx;g a~ '(?~ 's" ·e , Jdaho 
My commission expires /'ti@ /1 y" 
Bond is set at$~.--~- pending arraigl'lmcnt. 
DATED this ~--day of_. ____ _, 2012. 
Honot'able Patrick H. Owen, Fourth. Judicial District Judge 
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Offender Details - Idaho Depart ...... ~nt of Correction 
Search details: 
[ New Search ] [Result Summary] 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON #92674 
Status: Probation/Parole 
Supervising District: DISTRICT 4 FAIRVIEW OFFICE 
Phone Number: 208-327-7008 
Supervising Officer: PINO, LORI 
IDOC Sentence Information 
The sentence information shown is for active sentences under the jurisdiction, custody, 
and/or supervision of the Idaho Department of Correction only. 
Offense Sentencing County Case No. Sentence Satisfaction Date 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ADA CROB-19663 04/09/2017 
The Idaho Department of Correction updates this information resularly, to ensure that It 
is complete ond accurate; however, this Information can change quickly. T/1erefore, the 
Information on this site may not reflect the true content. location, status. scheduled 
termination date, or other information regarding an offender. 
More Information: 
This offender search service is designed to provide basic information about an offender. If 
you need additional basic offender record information, contact inquire@idoc.idaho.gov. 
Formal requests for copies of records should be mailed to: 
Records Bureau 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard Street, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
If you want to learn more about parole procedures, or need specific information about a 
parole eligibility date, tentative parole date and/or hearing results, please contact the 
Idaho Commission of Pardons & Parole. 
For information on Idaho Department of Correction visitation, please go to: 
www. idoc. idaho. gov/ content/prisons/visiting 
For information on Idaho Department of Correction mail regulations, please go to: 
www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/offender_services/mail_rules 
Page 1of1 
https://www .accessidaho.org/public/corr/ offender/search.html ?F ormstep=summary &F ormF... 3/6/2012 
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Owen031512 A Hunt K Rea1ich Courtroom503 
Time Speaker Note 
11:29:11 AM! !CRFE0819663 Robert Stevenson .. 1·1 .. :·29·:·2if'J\tv1lsiaie ........................ t1ean.ne ... i::rawe···················· ...............................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l .. 1'1 .. :·29·:·2a .. A'Kiili3'iJ'ti'ffc ................... TRa·ils·c;·ili ... s.ai'iey ............................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Defender 1 .. 1'1 .. :·29·:·35 .. A·KiilD'etenaa·nr .. TiJ.res.eilt'Til ... c.u.sfoci'y ................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
·Tr·33·:·o:r.A·KiilJLid'9·e; .................... lad'vi'Ce ... orr·19tit5 ............................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Owen l "1"f·33·:T:fA'KiiULia9·e; .................... Treacis .. re·iJ·c;·rrafvi'aTatian .................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Owen ! .. 1'1 .. :·37·:·2·a"A'Kiili3'lihii'C ................... Trvfa'rcii ... 23·Ts .. 'he.afril'9"Til ... ilew .. cas·e ..................................................................................................................... .. 
!Defender i ·Tr·37·:·3f!fA.rvf1Jlia9·e; ..................... I0"373'0H2··arr·3'6' .. tar .. a7cr ................................................................................................................................................ .. 
!Owen i ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
11 :37:44 AM !Adjourn. ! 
""'-'-'~~~-: I 
'''"''"'""""''"''""''"''''''''"""''"'T'''"'"''''"''''''''''''''''''"'''''""T"'"''""'''''''''''''"'''"""'"'""'""''''''''''''''''''""'""''''""'"'"''"'''"''''''''''''"'"""'"" .................................................................................................................... . 
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Owen033012 A Hunt K Rea1ich Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
2:09:15 PM I !CRFE0819663 Robert Stevenson Admit/Deny 
····;ro9·:·2€f Fi'fJi"lstate ........................ tJ"anath~iil···Kifed"ema······························································································································· ....................................  
!Attorney ! ····2·:·09·:·:::3"1"" .. Fi.ivfTri:ihHc .................... Triifii<e··cc;Jei< .............................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Defender I 
~~:~=~~~~~~~~~~~'§:~:q~~~~~U~!~~}'.=:===:==========~====:=:= 
!Owen ! . 
····;Fo9":·ifi""Fi'fvfTri:ihHc··········· .......... H ... 2 ... 3 .. £fra··a<irriff;···si"tci ... d"ism ... remai·n·a9r:;···aTi""ei"se···a·p·en ....................................................  
!Defender ! ····2":T1"":Ttf Fi'fvi .... PliCi9·e··········· .......... rq·u·est"ians··rvfr:· .. ste.ve·nsan .............................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Owen I ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
2:14:20 PM !Judge I 
iOwen i : : ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
2:16:45 PM !Judge !accepts addmissions - update PSI - dispo -
!Owen i .... 2·:·1·t3":·1·3 .. ·J3·M"···tJLici9.e ..................... f d"isP"o .. o5Ha· .. fs·~2524 .. ·r;JrR ................................................................................................................................................  
!Owen ! .... 2·:·1·EE24 ... P.M ... fACijoliril":· ............. r ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Owen051812 A Hunt K Rc ... lich Courtroom507 
Time Speaker Note 
11:47:15AMl lCRFE0819663 RobertStevenson Gust 
··rr·4y·1·~fA'fv1Tsfafe ........................... Poh"n ... i5in9·e·r .....................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney 1 
··1T:·47·:·22···AtViTi3"Lihifo""""""._ ............. Tfijfii<eT0Jek""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
~Defender ~ 
·"ff4?":·ii""Ji~·tVili5etencianf·······li'.»re~ienTfri···c:·u·sfo"d:Y··············· ..................................................................................................................................................  
··1T:47·:"3~fA"tVi"Puci9e ... ow:;;·r;·Treviews ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
~ ~ 
··rr·5·f·25···Arvft"stafe ......................... treca·m·menciaiions··:···1n;·pasi"ffo.n ...........................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! ··1·1 .. :·59·:·QQ ... A.MTP.ubffc""""""""""""""""T ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Defender i ··rr·59·:·a2 ... Arv1Ti5e.ten<:ta.ni" ....... Tm.~ii<e·s··a .. sfate·rr;·;;·r;T"t0 .. tt1e ... c.aurf" ...................................................................................................................  
·T:Fa3·:·1·9···r·Kil·lJua9·;;···aw:;;·r;·treva.i<e···iJ·rahafian··=··refafrduris.aTc:fion··:···tc···ri"der·;···c;·r"c)i:f=>.F>;···a5·························· 
: : 
................................................ 1 ............................................ 1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
12:05:48 PM !Judge Owen jappeal rights 
................................................ 1 ............................................ 1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
12:06:16 PM !Adjourn. I 






: i!J .' f<f H~.M .. __ _ 
MAY 2 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk 
By SHARY ABOOTT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CRFE080019663 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, 
IMPOSING SENTENCE AND 
RETAINING JURISDICTION 
On April 10, 2009, the defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, was adjudged guilty 
in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District in and for the County of Ada of the crimes of 
COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, LC.§§ 18-901(b), 905(a), and COUNT IV: 
USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, LC. 
§ 19-2520 and was committed to the custody of the State of Idaho Board of Correction for an 
aggregate term of eight (8) years, with the first two (2) years of said term to be FIXED, and with 
the remaining six (6) years of said term to be INDETERMINATE. The Court suspended 
execution of judgment and placed the defendant on probation for a period of eight (8) years. 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SENTENCE AND RETAINING JURISDICTION - Page 1 
000144
' ' 
A Motion for Bench Warrant for Probation Violation was filed on March 14, 2012. The 
defendant was duly arraigned and, on March 30, 2012 the defendant admitted to allegations Nos. 1-
3, and 6-8, as set forth in said motion. 
On May 18, 2012, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada, State 
ofldaho, and the defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, with his attorney, Michael W. Lojek, 
appeared before this Court for disposition regarding violation of probation. Counsel made 
recommendations and the defendant was given an opportunity to address the Court. The Court finds 
that the defendant willfully and knowingly violated the terms of his probation. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the probation entered by the Court in the Judgment of 
Conviction, Suspended Sentence and Order of Probation and Commitment on April 10, 2009, be 
and the same is hereby revoked .. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the original sentence imposed in the Judgment of 
Conviction, Suspended Sentence and Order of Probation and Commitment on April 10, 2009 for 
the crimes of COUNT I: AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, FELONY, l.C. §§ 18-901(b), 905(a), and 
COUNT IV: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, 
FELONY, l.C. § 19-2520, is hereby ordered into execution according to its original terms to-wit: 
that the defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, is sentenced pursuant to the Uniform 
Sentence Law of the State ofldaho, l.C. § 19-2513, to the custody of the State ofldaho Board of 
Correction for an aggregate term of eight (8) years, with the ·first two (2) years of said term to be 
FIXED, and with the remaining six (6) years of said term to be INDETERMINATE, with such 
sentence to commence immediately. 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SENTENCE AND RETAINING JURISDICTION - Page 2 
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.. 
Pursuant to LC.§ 18-309, the defendant shall receive credit for a total of two hundred 
thirty-eight (238) days served in pre-judgment incarceration toward the FIXED portion of the 
term. The total credit for time served consists of one hundred sixty (160) days credit defendant 
was given in the Judgment of Conviction, Suspended Sentence and Order of Probation and 
Commitment entered on April 13, 2009, and seventy-eight (78) days served on the probation 
violation. The defendant does NOT receive credit for any discretionary jail time ordered by the 
probation officer or any jail time served as a condition of probation. 
The Court will retain jurisdiction for an indeterminate period of time not to exceed three 
hundred sixty-five (365) days pursuant to LC.§ 19-2601(4). 
The Court recommends the Department of Correction place the defendant in the 
Traditional Rider Program. In the alternative, and as a second choice, the Court recommends 
placement in the Therapeutic Community Rider Program. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that allegation Nos. 4, 5, and 9 are dismissed. 
The defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Correction, not to 
exceed one hundred dollars ($100), for the cost of conducting the pre-sentence investigation and 
preparing the pre-sentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the Department 
and paid by the defendant in accordance with the provisions ofl.C. § 19-2516. 
The defendant is hereby remanded to. the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County to be 
delivered FORTHWITH into the custody of the Director of the Idaho State Correctional Institution. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Order Revoking 
Probation, Imposing Sentence and Order Retaining Jurisdiction to the said Sheriff, which shall serve 
as the commitment of the defendant. 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SENTENCE AND RETAINING JURISDICTION - Page 3 
000146
... 1 ., • 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
You, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, are hereby notified that you have the right to 
appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-
two ( 42) days from the entry of this judgment. 
You are further notified that you have the right to be represented by an attorney in any 
appeal, that if you cannot afford to retain an attorney, one may be appointed at public expense. 
Further, if you are a needy person, the costs of the appeal may be paid for by the State ofldaho. 
If you have questions about your appeal rights, you should consult your present lawyer. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 181h day of May, 2012. 
W1.l,v~ 
P'ATRICK H. OWEN 
District Judge 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SENTENCE AND RETAINING JURISDICTION - Page 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ;;?- CJ ~ay of May, 2012, I mailed (emailed) a tl~ue and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
VIA EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA EMAIL 
PROBATION AND PAROLE 
VIA EMAIL 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
VIA EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA EMAIL 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SENTENCE AND RETAINING JURISDICTION - Page 5 
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NO. <J • "L..r) FILED 
A.M o<v P.M. ___ _ 
AUG 2 0 2012 
.IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~CT~~·. PH R 0~~.terk 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA oePu 














Case No. CRFE 0819663 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho Board of 
Corrections, and that it is necessary that ROBERT STEVENSON be brought before this court 
on the 12th day of September, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. for a rider review he¢ng. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the defendant from 
the Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date(s}; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the 
Sheriff will return the said defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Penitentiary release the said defendant 
for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Idaho State Penitentiary forthwith and certify to the same. 
Date: August 20, 2012 
Copies To: 
BOARD OF CORRECTIONS 
VIA FACSIMILIE 327-7444 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA FACSIMILE 577-3409 
PATRICK H. OWEN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
000149
Owen091212 A Hunt K Red11ch Courtroom503 
Time Speaker " Note 
10:36:02 AM~ ~CRFE0819663 Robert Stevenson ··1··0":'36·:·2s .. 'Jijvi"fsfiiite ........................ !Jonatha·n···M·e·ciema· ..................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! .. 1.0":·35·:·3'6"A'Ki1Ti="libHc ................... 'Trvfii<eToJei< ........................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
~Defender ~ ·T<E36·:·37"A'K!ili5etenCiant" ... 'lr»res.enTi'n ... c.li.sfody:· .. ·R·e;·vrews· .. fi'ie·; .......................................................................................................................  
''1'0':46:·1·1 .. A"tvft'siate ........................ rrecc»m·m·encfafions .................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney ! .. 1.0":46:·3'6 .. A'i\ifI'Filihii'c .................... Trec·o·m·m·enCiat'iOns; ....................................................................................................................................................................  
!Defender ! 
.......................................................................................... 0 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
10:42:37 AM !Defendant !makes a statement to the Court; 
'T6':·45·:T~f'J\.KliTFi.lihifo .................... Tn·c;· .. ie!iafcalise;· ..............................................................................................................................................................................  
................................................ l.~.:.~~~.~:~ .......... i.. ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
10:46:24 AM )Judge )addresses the defendant; 
~Owen ~ .. 1.0":4E3':'33"A'Kliliud9·e; ................... 'lrei'inq.li'iShes.Tli.risCifotio.n ................................................................................................................................................... .. 
)Owen l .. 1·a·:4EE52 ... A'Kif!Adlourn·: .............. t" ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
.. 1·5·:·4EE5'3 ... A.ri11'l ........................................ 1" ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
I I 









FILED 3:22.. A.M. ___ p·~·-----------
., 
CHRISTOPHER D. AICH, Clerk 
By MERSIHA TAYLOR 
Ol:PIJTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-19663 
ORDER DECLINING AND 
RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION, 
AND COMMITMENT 








The above entitled matter came before this Court for a rider review hearing on the 12th 
13 
14 
day of September, 2012 pursuant to its retained jurisdiction under I.C. § 19-2601(4). Deputy 
15 Prosecuting Attorney, Jonathan M. Medema, for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and the 
16 defendant, with his attorney, Michael W. Lojek, appeared before this Court for sentencing. The 
17 Court, having again reviewed the Presentence Investigation Report together with the Addendum 
18 to the Presentence Investigation Report and all other documents submitted to the Court, and 
19 
having returned the defendant back before this Court and having permitted the defendant the 
20 
opportunity to respond fully to all of the above materials, and now being fully advised in the 
21 
premises; the Court hereby declines to exercise its retained jurisdiction in this case for the 
22 
23 
reasons expressed on the record on the 12th day of September, 2012. which are incorporated 
24 herein by reference. 
25 



























IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Judgment of Conviction filed on the 1 oth day of 
April, 2009, be executed and imposed, and that the defendant be sentenced to the custody of the 
State Board of Correction of the State of Idaho for a period of eight (8) years, consisting of a 
fixed term of two (2) years followed by an indeterminate term of six (6) years. 
The defendant shall receive credit for three hundred fifty-five (355) days served as of 
September, 12, 2012. The total credit for time served consists of one hundred sixty (160) days 
credit defendant was given in the Judgment of Conviction, Suspended Sentence and Order of 
Probation and Commitment entered on April 13, 2009, seventy-eight (78) days served awaiting 
disposition on the probation violation and one hundred seventeen (117) days served on the 
RIDER. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this 
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff and the State Board of Correction, which shall serve 
as the commitment of the defendant. The Sheriff is directed to deliver custody of the defendant to 
the State Board of Correction forthwith. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
You, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, are hereby notified that you have the right to 
appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-
two (42) days from the entry of this judgment. 
You are further notified that you have the right to be represented by an attorney in any 
appeal, that if you cannot afford to retain art· attorney, one may .be appointed at public expense. 
Further, if you are a needy person, the costs of the appeal may be paid for by the State ofldaho. 




























If you have questions about your appeal rights, you should consult your present lawyer. 
IT IS SO ORDERED this 121h day of September, 2012. 




CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ~of September, 2012, I emailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 





ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
VIA EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
a VIAEMAIL 




















CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: 




FILED P.M. ____ _ 
DEC 1 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
~b~~t. -- ~~'.\_~ __ Sb'{~~~-cl.:J ByE~~~~JONG 
;- ull r,Ja:~~o·,P~:i: Do~u~Hrnt I 
.. -2------------
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) I 
~~-L~-~J- _:cJ., ~'°?:> /_u_/ ___ ,_ 
City, Stale r.mc! Zip Code I 
i ;)1;;-11h"c~r~c-~}--a ________________ j 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOIR THE L\ ;!:b_ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND !FOR THE COUNTY OF ~f)__,_o\__.._Q~---
-:)_-:\- .,\--~ 5 ~ -::L d" h. o I . 1
1 
Case No. C K_o CS ... \ <4. lo lo":) 
Plaintiff, j 
vs. j MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR n , I · PERM1ss10N To PRocEED oN PARTIAL _ ~h~~-t _ _1-. :"Jt5 '\J'?'.-~~E)W, PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
- .. ~- ·- •• ---- - -- •• -·--- ••• ---· ¥ -- --~--1 
Defendant. I 
1r.~PORTANT NOTICE: lclallo Code § 31r3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
t;ie county sheriff, the department of' correction or the private correctional facility, 
v1l1ichevcr may apply, a copy of this m6tion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You mLst file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this clocument. I 
[] J:Jiaintiff ~efendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees, 
'tnd 3V•1ears under oath i 
-1. This is an action for (type of case) ~ \~ '65' . I 
believe I am entrtled to get what I am askinci for. 
2. ~I have not previously brought this( claim against the same party or a claim based on 
. i 
tt1e same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the 
:->;~rne parly or a claim based on the same o~erative facts in a state or federal court. 
I 
I 
3. I a1~1 unable to pay all ttie court costs· now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
I 
3·alc"n10nt of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts. that reflects the 
I 
:-1slivrty of t11e account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve ( 12) months, 
whichever is less. 
I 
.. ~G-i ION /\ND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
')(\ F,MHl.-\L PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PR
1
ISONER) 





'1. I understand I will be required to pa an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (i.1) the average monthly deposiJs to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last Jix (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
I , 
mmainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
I 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify Iha\ the statements made inf his affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
~tatement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
Uio 1101 lcavD :111y items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A". Attach additional pages if more space is 
ncJoc1cd for nnv response.) 
:DENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
f'larn~~x_,..\- 5\§:..'1 '-~ t::. 't--1 0th er name( s) I have used : _ _:...~_,__o--'t-->'--(..=----· 
1\ddrnssfi ·'? , ~,,,.. \ '-\. 'r:,o,s '<-, -:Jo , '1'.:3, I •Y? ( :LS c..!J 
! lovv long at that address?. ~ ....--."D. j Phone: ___ i'1_~_,_,_e~----
Year cind 1:>lace of birth: \ °i b~ f.J.'f"I- ~c.,L ) . 
OEPENDt:l'JTS: 
I arn ~single[] married If married, you m
1
ust provide the following information: 
~'Jame of spouse: 
I 
I 
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to identify children) are: __ _ 
-· -·--·-- ~ J A-
l { 
!NCOME: 




-..'Ul !ON ;'-".J;) /,FFIDAVIT FOF~ PERMISSION TO PROCEED PAGE 2 
C)N f>/\fHl:\l fJ,\YMENT OF COURT FL:ES (PRISONER) 
_,\(J i VJ I - : .; •3 tli?:J11 I 
000156
I • 
Other than rny inmate account I have outside money from: _IV._._~l ...... A-'"""----------
1 
- I 
My spouse's income: $ 11/A per ITJ week 0 month . 
.t\SSETS: 
Ust ;11! re;:il property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your 
J.\ddr'CSS City State 
Legal 
Description 
;-1st 8~oth:~~roperty owned by you and stbte its value. 
Des c r i f1tio11 (provide dc)scnption for each item) I 
Value 
~,Jotes anci Receivables _ __,.~-------------------
Vehic!es ___ f!.~/-A,_.__ ______________________ _ 
[Jank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts_~N=-+t--=4,.__ ________ _ 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of Deposit _ _,...11.....,/.,_.A~---------
!"rust Funds _ _p/_11_ __ _ 
r:~etirernent 1-\ccounts/IRAs/401(k)s _________________ _ 
Cash Value lnsurance __ -Pµ._,,./ ..... A-__.__ _______________ _ 
!l.1otorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles_~N'c..../~_._A_.__ ___________ _ 
r:urn1tu1 e/,'.>,ppliances /.1 IA 
~.___..~---------------------
.Jewelry/ /\11l1ques/Collect1bles_-'A .... t
4
/._,_/J_,,_ ______________ _ 
Description (provide description for eacll item) 
I Vs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics_N .... /+-A~-------------
Toois/Equ1pment 111/A 
------~'-"-#.__..._'-----------------
Sporting Goods/Guns ___ J!.-"'-'"',___ _________________ _ 
! lorsesilrvestock/Tack_A,__/_,_A.::;__ _________________ _ 
'.:O i :or'J /\ND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
,_\N f>Arnl,\l PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 






Other (descri!Je) _____ ~-~N~J .... s ........ ________________ _ 
____ ._ __ ----------.-----------------------




l~ent/House Payment. ___ _:_N_,_/ A-_______________ _ 
Vehicle Payment( s ) ____ l-..~l .,_/..._A..__ _____________ _ 
I 




Loans (na111c of lender and reason for loan) 
N /A 
Electricity/Natural Gas ______ _,,.,-----------------
Water/Sev1er/T rash -------~,__ ______________ _ 






i::nierta1nment/Books/fvlagazines _ __,, ________________ _ 
Home Insurance_ -------------------------
\m~ ION /il\li.) A.FFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
•,:·~~ IJARTl,'\l. P1'\YMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
















; iow much can you borrow?$--~-~---- From whom? __ N_____,/'-"A ____ _ 
( 
When did you file your last income tax return? -'-N--+J ..... e....___ Amount of refund: $--~-""""' 
\ 
}JERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.) 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
~~Jµ-\: __ _1=.~_b~~~~N ~L-~~~~ 
'. ypeci/prirted Signature 
ST/HE 01= IDAHO 
County of ___A,.&..__ __ _ 
SS. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me on this lj dayof ~ZvfL 
Nolar~ 
Residing at ~ 
Commission expires ~b/&lt 'f 
:.:er ION AND .A.FFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
':·r--: 1:·,1\fHl/\I. PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
PAGE 5 




Inmate nam~bS!L..\- \..... • "5-h..rct:-~ )-..) 
IDOC No. ~(;).b I j 
Address -:r.. · ~· c... :::r:.. 
Defendant 
(110.-~.,,,...-~~----­FILEO A.M. __ +--..; _ _.P.M ____ _ 
DEC 1 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Dl!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _\..\~k-\... _____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF --~-J\-~---
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 
Case No. CR-D CZS " \ 'Y (o "3 3 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
vs. ) SUPPORT FOR 
'1..o'b~~ 
) APPOINTMENT OF 
L .. ~"£.~~ \...) ' ) COUNSEL 
) 
Defendant. ) 
, Defendant, in the above 
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant's Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for 
Appointment of Counsel. 
I. Defendant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections 
under the direct care, custody and control of Warden {(_r-\ _. ~'-A.... ~ l 9 J "i. S 
cP 
Of the ::c.c:A Q. h~ sk k c:..n )L)l_'f vt \ 0 ~ .C. \ 'I-~ $\-I .\-'-.4 +-\ o)') 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant 
to properly pursue. Defendant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent 
him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - I 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
000160
.,. 
3. Defendant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she was unable 
to do it him/herself. 
4. Other:rp ~-.. ~~~ J ft~ \ 5 
+h. \ 
DATED thisd_~ day of l>\r::>v£.C'<""\ b£.L. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Tu)o~v\- L. cs\~"'~~~-o"N, after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
I. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; -i-~v.'L 
2. I am currently residing at the _""'I... __ ·£_._c...._ .....-:-_.L _________ _ 
under the care, custody and control of Warden 29-~cA~ \gdtes 
~ 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; \ 'R-'->- £..... 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; -r~ \..-'\ 'L 
6. I am untrained in the law; )"R...'-"'E.... 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
.---
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; \ 'R.Ut_ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
000161
·~ 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue 
it's Order granting Defendant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to represent his/her interest, 
or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Defendant is entitled to. 
DATED This.).."Q.tbday of b\'>~rc--b't-R- , 201 ~. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this 'j_ day 
of ~4\~ , 20 It..._, 
(SEAL) Notary Public for Idaho~ 
Commission expires: J ti( &it.r 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING D~'-1\i.. rr-b t.~@ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~~ of ~~<t« \,~ , 20 I:>._, I 
l..\+'-' ~s 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
--~A-+-"'o\~o..~-- County Prosecuting Attorney 
~\_.S)~~ 
Defendant 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
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' . R l:;•C 0 E I V E D 
DEC 1.0 2012 
Ada County Clerk 
Inmate nam~b~y\= L. Sh"\IL'l--l5~'N 
IDOCNo. ~~loi~ 
Address 'Y. o. ~"t:>~ \ "'t 
%c:. \~'E.... ~~. <6 ~· ~1 
Defendant 
FILED P.M. ___ _ 
DEC 1 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
O!!PLITY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ 4f._+_.:----_~ ___ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A=cl Q.... 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















SENTENCE, ICR 35 
COMES NOW,~bu.t l. ~'l"C.N~~ Defendant in the instant action, and pursuant 
to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, moves this Honorable Court for its Order: 
[ ] Correcting the Defendant's illegal sentence, or 
~ Reducing Defendant's sentence for the reasons stated on page two of this motion: 
I. The Defendant was convicted of A00 . A ~sv. s.\-t before the Honorable 
Judge ~\-IL\ c.,..\;__ SJ\.,>o...)~'"'"'5 and sentenced to a term of imprisonment in 
the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction for: 
[ ] a unified term of 1 years including~ years fixed followed by -1L_ years 
indeterminate, 
[ ] a fixed term of ~ years. 
2. The Defendant has been incarce~ated since 3/o~ fd.. 
e 5 (months/years) of the sentence. 
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - I 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
and has served 
000164
. . 
3. The Defendant believes: 
[ ] The Court should reconsider its earlier sentence and reduce the same on the 
following grounds, or, 
[ ] The sentence is illegal and should be changed on the following grounds: 
(State the reasons why you believe your sentence should be reduced. You may add extra pages if 
necessary. Any additional documentation must be attached hereto.) 
?.:~.:;, ~ 1 c:.::\· h.J) ~ \jpy. fL \,A'<> ND R ) L b""' ""b\ <t. <''"''(:)~ ~ \ .\- b~ -
~u...~ --\-\.-x.. cs:>v.<.L± -\--o 'S.~'tr \.J....)\\~IA.\- ~)C..<..y.,S<i..,S >a~ ::)v.~+i­
~ qt.-Q.\_\ '<> b?S t:>t Q '° .... H.b \,(, ~ cA . k Q 1' 'O \ '»'~fl. CC. t p \-h E. C .0 Y L...\-
0 Nd 'Y'tP yh 2'+ g 'i. c..:\-<t.J \.,'Zs en~ CJL\ cnf . 'T .\- hS'5 0i\v,_,c:i'O~ 
bx_"s.N X'"'("\ "b U. 1t==? o\ ~ ~A y cA ' t=-? C'I I N fJ. "CD'i ~\cA,. l -\-bo:\- \.N t.. }ht_ 
0 
~ ~ '" I' I E \as~:<- -\.-\.., ~ ""' \ ~\.., + r. Q. SI.! 0 ,,_,.\. ±n "''-" IL Ll • ':> • L ~ -
S·b.\. LJ:, S>·N +-o ~n.o.\--t c,,,..\: 5r:c.\v !.~ ~ ..... u-.l ~tl--?f't.·).? \.-~ l> 1\.,s,.....,J 
\ b..1 I,...,_,\.., rc-o.b o\ SI, b? bi,.p.., s:>.£. bl.-,)=:!~&;. :g :)•I ,..,\"5 ~'i: R \'UVi~l& 
) N ~Vi (L~ 0 12.... ~ 0 :'.>'S ,\.;\ i. d 'LO.\.-b \ ,,,_,\ , 'ct. \ ~ \..\._, 'l... S 0.. \-<'\ ic P::,C\ '1>.l~~~) 
~}l.:;?t£c...\ \ ~~ n-\-\-.-1 \\.. ?'f ~":>~$ Q N ~ ±'h~\ & ~ jl.,';:)y<j..\2-\-~ 
\ 4rw df.'St.. Sq ~"f • - '$ \ £'!'"\ \-\ ~ a..,. C.' 5LCAJ....-v=-.'S \. c, ts(,£.') " "/<;:><.....>. E-
\.\-':'.:> ~ oP-....1 \ ..JbS" ~ :\..,\.>':'> OC...G-V\\1-5,c,\. :C Z:.55< '\-.)V.\Nx.-h.t Q.'I.\-\-• (5' 
JrnU 1(5.iL$~N Qs-ltj '2U....?~?'l?....+\..\. \....s't"--? )N '""\-,.....-._o-\-r 
0 c 
cAt:i ~7:s,'t.f2... 9 ~ d \osS .. \A ao\ J:' ~tl h\.\::\--\,.g\= \o) D.'-"-cr 
'f?Y yi,_ \t'» -.:> o \?--. :T "?:J'S"=? Su f.L 'L ~ \....::\.. 1 \ w pu \ cy\ N "e N 'C '2., 
h D'1 £ ±:a ¥.-x 'N -\--\..-.'L- o c... .\-' o N ::C cl 1 cl w'b 'vb ? v. .\-- ca.~ 
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 2 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
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\ ~ d '" J.,.J-ta \ bx P-E.. v..1 ,\-\... ±b•f-- k ~\.w\'i o\~ o .Q \ c.t µ b \cl co. E ..\--'h,s 
o bJ cl T be 'J 'f '\2"-" t .Q g, )~.\...,, ' ......, b' s \(\.-..) 'Y'-N\ £ cl ~L • A. $-:>U..£C>.'t ' w % -kb.£. 
O.h?'1t" - r£.~'P 't §>.)c_.£ J. s.\.-o..\...y..\_.E \S CP'R..tiG-\:, th£.~ u . ..>\.f'N \_,~\S 
bo~y5'r===?r J I ,·~95 'N±hI c-\~\-,,-t- ~Q 'd"'i.£'E~~J,No<Sc<:)"ts~~\.C: 1QNcA 
~V-~~'i"~\y ( ~h,c...-b -r- 'µo..~ ru\,b'ii: cl Zo~ . o±hr<l2.'-N\":>S: a~<~ o~Q., )V C5 • I 
:t: \_.>...) ?'-' \ d ts>~ '1 'i:- ')?.... b t; '3 £ k ~ N -\.b'L 0. c..,...\- U-:>'d ::t. o\ \ o\ k ¥.._c;; m '"I_ '° ~ -
q\,3:-'L I rc-9 cAt.. \.)..JR-"":::.~~ C!../ha.\~<J s 9 ~J. d~.L\") \?N2 'V'N*\..i-. \>'?,\?!:,".:>~ 
I ch o 5 ~ b b ~ u .. n\.\...._ 0\ <'-l cl ~ o ~ '{ ~ :t Os 12;' cs cl \ ~LodL'N t.cl o 'I ~ '*--'ts'-' ~\I.A£ -
a\.,\ 'i-- \ cc..c;:. S p ~ ..., I er-. )!....) o ~ ~? 'l'-' ~ b '$ 1 \ ~~ lL"t \ >Y ?-..v\. \" N ~<$ \.-~' S 
:: :;::·-:~cl-~~;t:'!;st,"::~w Q_~d=:~ :~~~s:::_ 
..\--.0¥.s.,s''. 'f.. '=>'=' n.. \\:":> ~ t:> rt...--\-\-.-. ... 9.. £ \ S> \\>..)~ ~ xc;__\,,~'C- h XL ~'-b bti..cl, e..b1ke.5 
, r-..1 hs:&.._,~\-E \'r==l~\b~ S\JryCt.\-,~N 1 ~Xc..cc.\2} j--~.\- ,\.. bq~VCiN<"tdt s~ 
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'"- 4i I \ 
Defendant additionally submits the following documentation for consideration: 
1'\ 10 '"-t R., Q. '-' Ci\ l \ 0. b \ ~ 0 \. h ~ )L ±b ~ ~ \,;1/h ~ ..\- ).$ 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant,~\::>t~ 'Sk"-l f_N~~pectfully prays 
this Honorable Court to reduce or correct the sentence as follows: 
---------------------------or grant such 
other and further relief, as the Court deems appropriate. 
+)l.. \ \ 
Respectfully submitted this~ day of 1'.\0 '\) \_~ b 'LR.... ,20_}_~ 
~ }-..1;;J;:;~~ 
Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of :\:) t.<.. • , 20 ) ;}.. , I 
delivered to prison authorities for the purpose of mailing a true and correct copy of the MOTION 
FOR REDUCTION OF CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
n~udi::;AJ~Q_.,_.:!;C;;tr!1 021::1 EE:i•L-- County Prosecuting Attorney 
~A~3-L.S~~ 
Defendant 
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 3 
Revised: I 0/06/05 
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.. _ .... ,. 
Inmate nam~tl ~viz ·~so~ 
IDOC No. ~ '0--6 '1 >:\ 
Address :C.. ·~ 1 c... :C. 
Defendant 
· No._,./A'f"t'"_,---;F:::-1LE=o~----
A.M._~-1---P.M ___ _ 
DEC 1 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Di!PUTY 
lf th IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT ----\------
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF t\ d 0.. 













MOTION FOR HEARING 
COMES NOW,~\,"i-1* \_. $hv~\..J5'<:)~ , Defendant, in the above 
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant's Motion for Hearing so that 
information and oral argument can be presented in support of the Idaho Criminal Rule 35 motion 
for a reduction of sentence. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue it's Order 
granting Defendant's Motion for Hearing. @ 
DATED thi~g>aaay of ~ • D t,c_, , 20\ 1. . 
i.\+C§ 
MOTION FOR HEARING - 1 
Revised: I 0105105 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the L)"+~ day of D 't. c.. . , 20) :>.._, I 
delivered to prison authorities for the purpose of mailing a true and correct copy of the MOTION 
FOR HEARING via prison mail system for process to the U.S. mail system to: 
____ A_._...J'-'--=e,,'+--- County Prosecuting Attorney 
~L.~~ 
Defendant 
MOTION FOR HEARING - 2 
Revised: I 0106105 
000169
.. .,, 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
John S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO·-----::::-==--~~-­F1teo A.M. ____ P.M ____ _ 
DEC 2 8 2012 
CHRISiOPHF:~ 0. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Ol!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANT'S I.C.R. 35 
MOTION 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
COMES NOW, John S. Dinger, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State 
of Idaho, and does hereby object to the defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence 
pursuant to I.C.R. 35 for the following reasons: 
1) The Defendant is now, almost four years after pleading guilty, claiming he acted in 
self-defense. In November 2008, the Defendant stole his mentally ill ex-girlfriend's 
benefits card. She asked her son to help her get it back. He and a friend asked the 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S I.C.R. 35 MOTION 
(STEVENSON), Page 1 
000170
Defendant if they could have the card back and he then pulled a knife on them. He 
came at the men, swinging the knife, and making threats. The men called 911. He 
claimed self-defense when arrested; however, police found no evidence of his claim. 
2) The Defendant has a past history of violence, including an Aggravated Battery 
conviction. He continued this behavior on his retained jurisdiction where he 
threatened and intimidated a fellow inmate. 
3) The Defendant's motion contains neither new information nor any information 
which was not available at the time of sentencing and is, therefore, nothing more 
than a request for indulgence. 
4) The court had all relevant information available at the time the Defendant was 
sentenced, and all matters were open for argument by both parties. The sentence 
issued by the court at that time was appropriate and a reduction would, therefore, be 
inappropriate. 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S I.C.R. 35 MOTION 
(STEVENSON), Page 2 
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5) The Defendant's actions on the date of the commission of this crime, and his past 
record, show he is deserving of the punishment received. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this J-1 day ofDecember, 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
ohn S. Dinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Att 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S I.C.R. 35 MOTION 
(STEVENSON), Page 3 
000172
. "' • 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2.K day of December, 2012, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Objection to Defendant's l.C.R. 35 
Motion upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Robert Lewis Stevenson 
IDOC No. 92674 
PO Box 14 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
~By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first 
class. 
Legal Assistant 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S I.C.R. 35 MOTION 




FEB 0 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-19663 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
Robert Louis Stevenson has filed a Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence under l.C.R. 
35. Stevenson has requested the appointment of counsel on this matter. IT IS HEREBY 
ORDERED that the Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of counsel is granted and the Ada 
County Public Defender's Office is hereby appointed to represent said defendant in all 
proceedings involving the motion for reduction of sentence. 
Dated this ( day of February 2013 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION .FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL, P. 1 
000174
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the~. day of February, 2013, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNT PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON 
IDOC # 92674 
IDAHO STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTCTUTION UNIT 14 
P.O. BOX 14 
BOISE IDAHO 83707 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL, P. 2 
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Inmate name 1..ok~9...\ \-o Sh\.f~N5c;:.\'S 
IDOC No. 5 d..lol "i 
Address 'i'. o . '?.> ~ \ '--\ 




MAR 0 4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ ~__.__--T-_~ ___ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF _ _,__A-'-d-'-Q-=-----













Case No. f(-0~ -iq&~ 
MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
~ 
COMES NOW, 1o'o~ll-.\= b. &h."t~$~ Defendant in the above-entitled matter, and 
pursuant to Idaho Code 18-309 hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows: 
That the Court issue an Order, granting the Defendant credit for all local, county and state 
time served in conjunction with this charge, and the resulting sentence imposed by the Court. 
Further that all time shall be appropriately credit to the Defendant. 
This Motion is further based upon the records and files in this matter. 
DATED this 'a.to-th-. day of £~\?. 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- I 





CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the d,~ day of _+.....__~_'a ___ , 20_il_, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of this MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED for the 
purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system 
for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
__ ___._.A__.__,.J~C\+--- County Prosecuting Attorney 
d.ou L.) • fRP"-lt St, 'R°' "3> \ S' \ 
h'sl:.) -:r_a\ '§()/O~ 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 2 
Revised: I 0113/05 





Inmate name'K.o~j.....\ \...· S\=&\l'Z:'t-'So~ 
IDOC No. 9 C)..b I ~ 
Address 'Y. ~. )?, 0)1... \ ~ 
Dn\t>4I.., :c..J. $3/o/ 
Defendant 
NO.,-~'-ti--=---­FILED 
A.M.·---&--...JP.M, ___ _ 
MAR 0 4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ h\_.__t_""_· __ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF _ __.A-=-=d.:......Q.:..:...__ _ 




STATE OF IDAHO 













Case No. ffi--Q ¥-·'[&i (d{t 0 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEFENDANT 
'1-:>bce;iz...\- \_ .. ~-\--e,...,~~oe \"l , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
andsaysasfollows: Aj~-N:J ~~ o\'fi2PX· ~~ S\.j ... ,\frd ~N ~t,\gn . ..1J 
y \1.0ho-\.,oN >ri/10 {o '1 +~ s,/1 ~ho.. b fl Ct/tdlhc\ :bu.le:~' o ~\3'~~\ 
coctiwffiwc..<g_ 0>~R.S) , cg~§'.,.. NE> .. C.Ro co- \ 9 '91R3. KN ow' 1'):) 1--\-.'•r±-
";? .\.-~ +(, \Qt,Y 0 \v'iiS .\--'nee. C,O'-\'k-t dt5C..~:?-boN to f...i~'t:.b dct.c-.)~ 
0 Jl. :3 Q._Q Nt c\=c.Cx hi J o...,,d== +, ("'(""'\ 'C.. ~ r11-..-...;~ J O"'-I v Mbg..\-, ON .. Th~+ 
S) NCE.. °I bO;d :\:o 5 \...1 ~Sl-,i.N d'[,R. 0. N \.!\ rnbf.R of ~ NSlr~""\0 t-.l 9 \ , . 
C '~ > Ch:V d b kt ·r-.>:; $V\bj F c{ +o ~'t.'i,S l N xtb 9 d cl J, ot=f q \ C£ ... 
~1. • .qa..cc_.c('\f..N.+s OR.clr.s.'tc\ \,~ 5~ ~E..J1...y\ $1 N:'.) f).µ\ c..'t.i, , r I l56+ +~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - I 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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£\::? ~R$-~, X ~'E..d -\-\--,s CoNc:L.\-,o'N cc~ s-·L ~±ss ~µN\Sb­
cr,'§cN1: CNd \!> j'-"5\ Q.l'lO_.\,\-rt.R.. \1'9~\a±\~N o±- \NtA~C\ctt..9}18>N'•. 
-rhv h\=-, ~ Ch>->~ o} fR--o\Jo:\-, o"N -\-, N°"'L h.,,~ OJL\ <:)' "->C\~ 
~"' \\--l-r,12....cn S £.~it-JC.CC, +o ~4' ~'S ct/\ lo \ s ND\>-l \"-lG't-£.Gt5't.d 
+o '1/19 1 wb''-'h :r.. =b,\L~ .+oh\~;;; "'~.to.\~ 1 QN~ mo~\b 
LANjY"f>} +~ f!"'~ hurnC:hJ \~ - X..s ca\\ CLS¥~v+ ±o :Tb~ C..OU\~-\' 
-\-b\g ~Q-~ b<£ 1i-J "'\ o\~ho-N o.+. cc.¥:\c,~ ~N'f>+.\~ oNQ\ C'i)\.-..\-s, 
'5Ytc:Jh cas dol.:\\,\cc...:J 'f...O yo.Q..clJ E>~ ~"N6\c\IX...~f,~. ·A 5 ,_\. b~ '5 b££rJ 
c\<t,9 p.\~ 't..f>\Q'n \,12b~J. :tbo~ ±, ""L <:n'<""¥\£}s,d o r-J "? SW>\,G.\:\O"' 
t5& ~9LIAk VR..\OR +o fir..·ry:rrJ. S4S~E..'N~1cn4 \~ l.J..:)\}\...ov.+ 
cl.~ub+ 1 ±u:nI-. 5-r,,UJ\: .. c~ C\N·c\ Cf'V..$-\- b•tc C«•1\c..\A\12hd +o~O:·Q..~ 
G3 r0d) SkNh~ C:.'C.. 1 N C.\..l R.d · As fu i ..\.hr,lL "&..\rg-h.J 1 N Q.cw-~~~~ \/. \.-P It~ 
$"")"'") \2 3 5T1 c~ 9 \-S)) -~h v~ GodclR e-.J I kS <::>A 71> ( ?C)c..<=to I 
\ ?> <6 '?de d.. ~ 1> ; ( e..~' t+ ~ ~ 5..\-1 <-e- m '-~ P..\ c\ ci ;· \-·h"ji .. 1 :J.. '? .C \ q ~ 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. ( S-<."?:.. ~ c.-\.-.U:::A J 
DATED This~~ day of __ f~L,--h~--· 2012. 
1?.o'bt~ L. Shv~"" s'\:;> ... ..1 
Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1[' d of ;:B./J~ '2013_. 
Not ry Public for Idaho .J ( 7 _ J lJ 








CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~~ day of _ __,+;......:~=b""--------
2013_, I mailed a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AFFIDAVIT via prison mail 
system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
A ~ 9 County Prosecuting Attorney' 
--~,Ir-'"-'-+-• ---
ci.t)~ ~ , \:µ -...)\- cs+. 1K_~. ~ ~ ~ ' 
'3t>IS~J "I_~. ~°7>)0?--..,,, 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 3 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorney for Defendant 
Michael Lojek 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
~~.=to 3:9.~ ----
MAR 2 2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
ADDENDUM TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OF 
SENTENCE 
COMES NOW the defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, by and through his 
attorney, Michael Lojek, Ada County Public Defender's Office, and hereby submits the attached 
information for consideration in support of the defendant's previously filed Motion for 
Reduction of Sentence. 
Dated this 22°d day of March 2013. 
Attorney for Defendant 
v ADDENDUM TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR REDUCTION OF SENTENCE 
000182
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this 22nd day of March 2013, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
John Dinger 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
ADDENDUM TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR REDUCTION OF SENTENCE 2 
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• . 
JSe5 5/tklt-fftlff,t etiapet .Yu .J'nmate.: 926'.i ...Jelt60lt, 9WiWtt 5/iwu)clay,, ~t 16, 2012 
Inmate Attendance Detail 
tlkaapli 
5W!6clay,, .Mattcfr. 05, 2013 
Grand Totals Classes Attended: 68 Hours: 98 
!DOC No. 92674 Stevenson, Robert 
Date Of Hours Class Name Certificate Date Of Hours Class Name Certificate i 
Class Class Class Class -
I 
8/16/12 New Life Bible Fellowship* 11/18/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 
8/17/12 Alcoholics Anonymous 11/28/12 Pure Desire* Yes 
8/17/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 11/30/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) I 8/19/12 Boundaries* Yes 1211/12 2 Biblical Hebrew Studies I 
8/19/12 1 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 1211/12 Logos Ministries Service 
i 
8/21/12 2 Anticipate (Pre-Release Class)* Yes 1217/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
8/22112 2 New Life Principles 12113/12 2 Biblical Relationships* 
8/24/12 1 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 12114/12 1 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
8/25/12 2 Biblical Hebrew Studies 12122112 Joseph Hour 
8/26/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 12122112 Ten Commandments Yes 
8/26/12 2 Open Fellowship Service 12128/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
8/27/12 Christian Praise, Prayer & Persp 1/12113 2 Science and the Bible* 
8/29/12 Servicio Latino Bilingual 1/16/13 2 New Life Principles 
8/30/12 2 How To Study The Bible* 2110/13 2 Open Fellowship Service 
8/31/12 Alcoholics Anonymous 2117/13 2 Open Fellowship Service 
9/1/12 2 Biblical Hebrew Studies 2119/13 2 Heart of Worship 
9/2112 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 2120/13 1 New Life Principles 
9/4/12 Purpose Driven Life* Yes 2123/13 2 Science and the Bible* 
9/6/12 2 How To Study The Bible* 2127/13 2 New Life Principles 
9/6/12 Servlcio Latino Bilingual 3/5i13 Heait of Worship 
917/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
9/9/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 
9/9/12 Recovery 7.0 
9/9/12 2 ~pecial Sanctuary Service 
9(10/12 2 Kairo~ Monthly 
9/12112 All Scriptures Inspired 
9/12112 Celebrate Recovery - Open* 
9/13/12 New Life.Bible Fellowship* 
9/14/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
9/15/12 2 Biblical Hebrew Studies 
9/17/12 Alcoholics Anonymous 
9/18/12 2 Purpose Driven Life* Yes 
9/19/12 2 New Life Principles 
9/20/12 2 New Life Bible Fellowship* 
9/23/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Sun.) 
9/23/12 1 Recovery ·1.0 
9/24/12 2 Cornelius* Yes 
9/25/12 2 Purpose Driven Life* Yes 
9/28/12 1 Kairos Prayer~ Share (Fri.) 
10/2112 2 Purpose Driven Life* Yes 
10/4/12 2 LDS Family 12 Step Recovery* Yes 
10/13/12 Ten Commandments Yes 
10/18/12 2 New Life Bible Fellowship* 
10/28/12 Kairo~ P~yer & Share (Sun.) 
1117/12 2 Servicio Latino Bilingual 
11/9/12 Kairos Prayer & Share (Fri.) 
11/9/12 2 Science and the Bible* 
11/15/12 2 New Life Bible Fellowship* 





























MAY 2 9 2013 
CHAISTOPHEA D. RICf1, Clerk 
By MERSIHA TAYLOR 
~Rf}TV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-FE-2008-19663 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S 
RULE 35 MOTION 
Defendant. 
The matter before the Court is Defendant Robert Louis Stevenson's ("Stevenson") 
Motion for Reduction of Sentence. As disc,ussed below, the Court will deny the motion. 
Background 
On March 2, 2009, Stevenson pled guilty to Count I: Aggravated Assault, Felony, I.C. 
§§ 18-901(b), 905(a), and Count IV: Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a 
Crime, LC.§ 19-2520 and was committed to the custody of the State of Idaho Board of 
Correction for an aggregate term of eight (8) years, with the first two (2) years of said term to be 
fixed, and with the remaining six ( 6) years of said term to be indeterminate. The Court 
suspended execution of judgment and placed the defendant on probation for a period of eight (8) 
years. 
A Motion for Bench Warrant for Probation Violation was filed on March 14, 2012. The 
defendant was duly arraigned and, on March 30, 2012 the defendant admitted to allegations Nos. 1-
3, and 6-8, as set forth in said motion. The sentencing hearing was held on May 18, 2012. The 




























Court found that Stevenson willfully and knowingly violated the terms of his probation. The Court 
revoked Stevenson's probation and imposed the underlying sentence. However, the Court retained 
jurisdiction for three hundred sixty-five (365) days. 
On September 12, 2012, the Court held a rider review hearing. On September 20, 2012, the 
Court relinquished jurisdiction and imposed the underlying sentence. 
On December 10, 2012, Stevenson filed a timely motion for Reduction in Sentence as 
well as motions to waive fees and appoint counsel. Because there are no fees associated with 
filing the Rule 35, the Court cannot grant any relief for such a motion. The Court did, however, 
appoint counsel on February 7, 2013. On March 22, 2013, Stevenson's counsel, Michael Lojek 
filed an addendum to the Rule 35 motion. It contains records of Stevenson's attendance at the 
prison's inter-faith chapel. 
On December 28, 2013, the State filed its opposition to Stevenson's Rule 35 motion. 
Standard of Review 
A Rule 35 motion to reduce a lawful sentence is essentially a plea for leniency. The 
defendant has the burden of proving that the sentence is unreasonable. State v. Burnight, 132 
Idaho 654, 660, 978 P.2d 214, 220 (1999). The motion is addressed to the sound discretion of the 
sentencing court and may be granted if the original sentence was unduly severe or unreasonable. 
State v. Allbee, 115 Idaho 845, 846, 771P.2d66, 67 (Ct. App. 1989). For purposes of analyzing 
a sentence, a court analyzes the entire sentence, both fixed and indeterminate. State v. 
Huffman, 144 Idaho 201, 202, 159 P.3d 838, 839 (2007); State v. Oliver, 144 Idaho 722, 726, 
170 P.3d 387, 391 (2007). The court presumes that the fixed portion of the sentence will be the 
defendant's probable term of confinement. Oliver, 144 Idaho at 726 (citing State v. Trevino, 132 
Idaho 888, 980 P.2d 552 (1999)). As a general rule, "a sentence fixed within the limits prescribed 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION - PAGE 2 
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' . 
by statute ordinarily will not be considered an abuse of discretion by the trial court." State v. 
1 
2 
Nice, 103 Idaho 89, 90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982). 
3 For a sentence to be considered reasonable, at the time of sentencing the court must take 
4 into consideration the objectives of sentencing: whether confinement is necessary to accomplish 
5 the objective of protecting society and to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, 
6 rehabilitation, or retribution applicable to the case. State v. Toohill, 103 Idaho 565, 568, 650 P.2d 
7 707, 710 (Ct. App. 1982). This requires a court to focus on the nature of the offense, the 
8 
character of the offender, and the protection of the public interest. State v. Reinke, 103 Idaho 
9 
771, 772, 653 P.2d 1183, 1184 (Ct. App. 1982). Finally, where the sentence is not excessive 
10 




evidence presented with the motion for reduction. State v. Hernandez, 121 Idaho 114, 117, 822 
13 
P.2d 1011, 1014 (Ct. App. 1991). 
14 Discussion 
15 The maximum penalty for Aggravated Assault, Felony, is five (5) years in prison. Idaho 
16 Code § 18-905. The Use of C\ Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a Crime increases the 
17 maximum penalty by fifteen (15) years. The sentence imposed is within the statutory bounds. 
18 
Stevenson's motion contains a plea for leniency and various attacks on the validity of his 
19 
conviction. A Rule 35 motion "cannot be used as the procedural mechanism to attack the 
20 




1304 (Ct. App. 1997). 
23 
At the time the Court imposed Stevenson's ~entence, it considered all relevant and 
24 required sentencing factors, see Toohill, 103 Idaho at 565; Reinke, 103 Idaho at 771, and 
25 imposed a reasonable and appropriate sentence for Stevenson's crimes. The Court does not find 
26 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION - PAGE 3 
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' . 
that Stevenson's sentence is excessive. The Court remains convinced that the sentence was 
1 
2 
appropriate when imposed and remains reasonable .• The original conduct amounted to a crime of 
3 
violence in which a weapon was used. That type of conduct puts the public at substantial risk. 
4 Additionally, the Court twice sentenced Stevenson to alternatives to ordinary prison 
5 incarceration. Stevenson failed to take advantage of the Court's previous leniency. First, 
6 Stevenson used alcohol and committed a crime of violence while on probation. Then, he failed 
7 
to program while placed in the Therapeutic Community program causing staff to request that the 
8 
Court relinquish its retained jurisdiction. 
9 
The Court previously expressed and will continue to express its hope that Stevenson 
10 i 
makes use of the resources available to him in prison. Accordingly, it is promising that 
11 
12 
Stevenson has engaged in programming, including several programs related to drug and alcohol 
13 
use. However, the Court does not find that this programming renders its sentence excessive or 
14 otherwise improper. The Court will decline the invitation to reduce the sentence. 
15 Conclusion 




20 IT IS SO ORDERED. 



































CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the L._ ~f May 2013, I mailed (served) a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON 
IDOC NO. 92674 
PO BOX 14 
BOISE, ID 83707 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION -PAGE 5 
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·FILED \ • 5\~ 
A.M.---P.M. \ I i::7 
\ 
MAY 2 ·~ 20.13 
CHRISTQPHER O. RIC!i. Clark 
By MERSIHA TAVLO<:. 
OEPl)TY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-FE-2008-19663 
vs. 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
Defendant. 
The matter before the Court is Defendant Robert Louis Stevenson's ("Stevenson") 
motion for additional credit for time served. As discussed below, the Court will deny the 
motion. 
On September 12, 2012, the Court conducted a rider review hearing. The Court 
relinquished jurisdiction and ordered the remainder of the underlying sentence into execution. In 
the Order, the Court gave Stevenson credit for a total of 355 days served as of September 12, 
2012 consisting of 160 days prior to the original sentencing, 78 days prior to sentencing on the 
probation violation allegations, and 117 days on the rider. 
On March 4, 2013, Stevenson filed a prose motion for additional credit in which he 
seeks additional credit for the time he was on probation, from about April, 2009 to about May, 
2012. Stevenson asserts that the Court has discretion to grant this additional credit for time 
served. Stevenson did not notice this matter for hearing, and the State has not filed any response 
or objection. The Court will dispose of the matter without hearing. As explained below, 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL CREDIT FOR TIME 




























Stevenson is not entitled to additional credit, and the Court does not have discretion to grant 
additional credit. 
Credit for time serve is governed by Idaho Code§ 18-309 which provides as follows: 
In computing the term of imprisonment, the person against whom the judgment 
was entered, shall receive credit in the judgment for any period of incarceration 
prior to entry of judgment, if such incarceration was for the offense or an included 
offense for which the judgment was entered. The remainder of the term 
commences upon the pronouncement of sentence and if thereafter, during such 
term, the defendant by any legal means is temporarily released from such 
imprisonment and subsequently returned thereto, the time during which he was at 
large must not be computed as part of such term. 
Idaho Code Ann. § 18-309. Under this provision, Stevenson is entitled to credit for time spent in 
incarceration. Stevenson is not entitled to credit for time served on probation. Taylor v. State, 
145 Idaho 8?6, 870, 187 P.3d 1241, 1245 (Ct. App. 2008). Because Stevenson was not 
incarcerated while on probation, he is not entitled to additional credit for time served. 
Accordingly, the Court will deny the Stevenson's Motion for additional credit for time 
served. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this _2.J_· ?l_ day of May 2013. 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL CREDIT FOR TIME 




























CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant to Rule 
77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the parties/attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as 
follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ROBERT L. STEVENSON 
IDOC NO. 92674 
P.O. BOX 14 
BOISE, ID 83707 
Date:~~ 2l\ I aDl~ 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL CREDIT FOR TIME 
SERVED - PAGE 3 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 W. Front, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
NO.-------~~~( FILED 
A.M. _____ P.M·--4---
JCN 2 8 2013 
CHFtlSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By E:Lll.INE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 











Criminal No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Decision and 
Order entered against him in the above-entitled action on the 
29th day of May, 2013, the Honorable Patrick H. Owen, District 
Judge presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above 
are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 
(I .A.R.) 11 (c) (1-10). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the 
appellant then intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such 
list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 




(a) Did the district court err in denying defendant's 
Rule 35, Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that 
portion of the record that is sealed is 
Investigation Report (PSI) . 
is sealed. That 
the Pre-Sentence 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the 
preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in I.A.R. 25 (c). The appellant also requests the 
preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Hearing held: n/a 
Court Reporter: n/a 
Estimated pages: n/a 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard 
clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b) (2). The appellant 
requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 
28 (b) (2) : 
(a) Any exhibits, including but not limited to 
letters, motions, addendums, Oppositions, Briefs, 
and/or Memorandums relating to the Rule 35 Motion 
for Reconsideration of Sentence. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been 
served on the Court Reporter, K. Redlich. 
(b) That the appellant is e~empt f~om paying the 
estimated fee for the preparation of the record 
because the appellant is .i..ndigent. (Idaho Code §§ 
31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this 
is an appeal in a criminal case (I.C. §§ 31-3220, 
31- 3 2 2 OA, I . A. R. 2 3 (a) ( 8) ) ; 
(d) Ada County will be responsible for paying for the 
reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, 
Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2 
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(e) That service has been made upon all parties 
required to be served pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this 28th day of June,~ 
MICHAEL W. LOJEK 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, That on the 28th day of June, 2013, I 
mailed true and correct copies of the foregoing, NOTICE OF 
APPEAL to: 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
K .. REDLICH, HONORABLE JUDGE 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 3 
000195
'. ' 
Inmate name'1.o~..\: b. Sb«: .... .sow 
IDOC No. S:~lD1'-{ 
Address ]. o. -m x 14 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE lo\~ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
-~------














NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS, s+s-\-~ ~ --:Ld.o. ho ' 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, ?~o :s~cv.\--oR.S 0~~1c~ -f-o ~ t:..\+-..h-
D, 5,.\-<;L,c..-..\- {\g, 0 g,+ AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
I. The above named Appellant(s) ~k~.+ L· ~v~i-sse>t'1 
appeal(s) against the above named respondent(s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) CC\Q~ 1 p \-...) tnP.. ~1l..0 r+ \, = x Su:.1t:v u1 . 
T2 £ r-.1 'r o\ . ( ~5r- o'B.S ~wb*'o i,,;) 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the d.~day of _ _...~__,_~~~~-----' 
20~, Honorable Judge <b w 5 -....r 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - I 




2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
(_._\ t,__,_~-==(<:......_) __ 6_) __ [e.g. (l l(c)(l)), or (12(a))] I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
)\.,. ~ 
~ ~,s\-~"t.\- ~"'-¥~ 4?..-1l-~~~ '"" J.'l."'-''.._J~ eoo+, n~ 
to'R- c.:~~J.\- +,'N'<'t. &'1:-~V'l:.-~. (A\s'9 ':>'4: Q)+~~J--~J C?\u+h,., 
oi.,\.\-,w) 
4.(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? __ N_<o ___ _ 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
~he entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), l.A.R. 




~ >-->\. ~__&. " • \-o 11-.J \:J I ~~~-(.~.l_:~~ ~b-o_d d ~d. J 
------1-t'b~ A :t.3_:
1
_3- Ac.. S C.-J.3.:0~ ( c:..,\...' ~-+ r=J '-' s+•cE. rn (.~~W-~-
-~- £5 -v ' :+>__±L~±_~ n "5 :?, t:. 'D s '8 ~ I cc... A a,,?> ':l c~ ~'fl q, Ro\ il e;. ~ 
------t+'tl.&:Q ~ o+, p "'-' 1.... 'R... w ~. \ f \...>, ~J·t.R S~f~~ v 1 s lo N \ s. 't'o..) o_L~5 ~f-lS.l.S.O~R__,-
------+l-''"-=-'-'~'--......,~~.__,,o~±..___,a""'-9-¥~~~1 \-.::=l.::':>.LC_qJ ~-CO.~£..d . B ~-W.-~cl-~ 
------1-12Co_m-y-~ "g 'h..":\-°'WL?-\o. i+~-+w N ~~ ~-~..±ic.:~:._R G..!::,,)_~-L-1-~~-
------H+'~~ Q \ r~cc:u-NT Q"'->cl L5 a:\ g-J\ ±,rn~-Q__~hh: .. ~-·bo \2gq -
------t+-'·~c-\-10~-0~_L~ +'ob_b..i.s_CDlNd~<:-.\-~~ L>..i_S. '-"· 9s=JJ.QB..J 
-------H-~ -t- ~c:L_\D 11_t__o_s_(l..\ih l\!t.... ~aDi..IJ f:r'r--i..' S"E:.....,~Nc..i t--}5 •£~&.~ 9-c.-\-
1 c~ 
-------1-tK:.o~.£5-L\'..J?,,p.b..di.a ~-°'5_g-_$_cz:...,,_,J_~~£_\~-~oL_o±__~~-CU:Ld \ 5 q_N_ 
------1-t'C'~sc:h.v.~ -±-o t NC~~~-5~..S-~X.."t. \-.J~~..3b_~-~+1+\D NE. R 
-------++-',__\......._C\".._-\-..___, ...... ~ b-.:,' "->~ \. -cLci...±a_~cldu.:h.a N ~\ v 1o\o..\.1 o .u 0.f k.s~~-v_N...=_ 
------t+'-"'"''.C:.b ..\. hL \A ·S~to~~-L\:_v.:\:_LO..h\-.b~ +b:c_~-?1.._c,g.\_ \0N ~ :C. .. Cc \ 5> - 30 ~-~--
-------1+==-"'~...,__,,,,,,,w"-'-\......,_,\ ~b .C1~c:;lk~5 ...\-bE..-:y~~ 6f)~~~~c::..:JLt.d.,+f"p....,, 
------H-'-"'"".....-.. ......~~'L-d~-bl-)'-o&.~L;~~)so _ l.hl~}o..\-1 o~_\:' W · C.,_,_~5\-rh ±1?>1>.\ 
------t-t~£-~.0 : J-o sk±~5-,W1_?~.s..s_J__Q_w.s_n--.. "")1'91P-1~b~ ob~~~k~ 
-------1-1o.£__ep N±j!..cx c:+ · C@_~_'lbQ.d:_cl~-L-.9_11....o~ \ o NS 1 ~> ±\-... ~ l)., s,__0_,,_~"""' ==---
_ u.A, N t=.R-\-. s~L_\.Q_;\-_o~:i..- No 5k+-~.b.alL?9.S.s_a_lq.W_ 
_____ ,.....__{ m.,~_QJJ? ... ~-,o~bJ ':~y::d:.1.o..N-<!).Lc..0_~11.~ft~±L~-o±_r:r_c;:g,±_m_o~--\:b : 
ttLl £.._v._._W_o~o-J_\.>..)_Q_g_ _ _\.:J_l..li...1..S_.{~_L>->.)_hu±J_s_\ "b ~\-'=- · Z:.d-'"-~~ ~·~­
--------.... -~~d.J:..u:i "-' ~_\-~_q_c.._t,s:.,,..~1:\-_5~1.o.~~b't-....-.~~ '=" lkh d 'CC. I Sl~C~~ R.~.:§-:-----
------1-1 ...... b_E.._te,.:n..&.1-~~~± ±1m_L.$._'i...,~_Ll.A.~cb: .. ~~~ys ... o_.b o+, p_iJ_ 
-------CD~h:-1-C..t..U:;\_,s_:.-=t..hc;-::\_s' \'>.lc..£_0._~,_bl_c:L_'-':...~d.u..ct-\-~ ~.±__s~As~ .... ~_d_E..Jk_q__ 
------lof-~ ~mb-~au~.t.s..b\.i.J:\.D.hl..9L~~b±s-q_~_J--1.;:,-.S_\A~-'i...<-+. ±..c .±u.:s __ 
------1-1-w_i..\-h_a.JcL±.tos,,~s \ r.: L-~ .... \d_\-~ti:l-k~-95-~_.l?,,_~~~~-s~\..-lec'E..b.S r 1~b..\- ..\->:> 
------1. ~~-~,!h_C.,,,~ 'lhL \ "N Ji.~,~~h_s__±b~5:.1\,~-f-~·'·~~-q_J_kb-\- t::,_~.J.0-




D The entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following: 
D Voir Dire examination of jury 
D Closing arguments of counsel 
D The following reporter's partial transcript: _________ _ 
D The testimony of witness( es) ______________ _ 
D Conferences on requested instructions 
D Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, J.A.R. 
D All requested and given jury instructions 
D The deposition of: ---------------------
D Plaintiffs motion for continuance of trial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b)(l) D That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) ~hat the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
Revised 10/14/05 
000200
',,. ... t 
(c)(l) D That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(2) ~at the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because 
-------------~---------~ 
(d)(l) D That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) D That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because __ 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-140 l ( l ), Idaho Code. 
DA TED THIS&\ day of ---"'..J___;;..v.;.._~_c ____ , 20 ~-
STATE OF IDAHO 




~boz...\- h · Srhcvk1"SC§"~ 
Appellant 
~~'21-\- '\..... Shvo;:..~~otV' , being sworn, deposes and says: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Revised I 0/14/05 
000201
. 
,> 'f.. . ., 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this 
notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the __ day of _______ , 20 __ , I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT 
PO Box~ 8 "'5'7~o 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
A J- q ~ · ?IU> ~ ~ c:. t.\. \o~ County Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Revised 10/14/05 




NO. '\ Fl~ 
A.M. _ J P.M-----
Inmate name(fobes......\- \... , Sh::ve....s~N 
IDOC No. ~ d.b"1 :\ 
Address '7 .o... '\box I I-{ 
Sbe 15"C-, ~ ... C(;.3/07 
Defendant-Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _t....-'-\_;!-_'h ____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF Ao\g. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, ) 
Case No.~ R.-+.r..,. ~oo~--- \ C\ ltil. 3 ) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) 
) MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
vs. ) SUPPORT FOR 
~bt~--t 
) APPOINTMENT OF 
~1:2 ~""~:!::!~!t>..1· ) COUNSEL 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
S~-c:.. 0 + <"):. J.C\ \..-..Q ) 
COMES NOW, ~b!L .\- L, ~'C"E-Nf:>€? "-' , Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
I. Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden_<"b.........,.~=Q,..d~-i ..... S.__ ____ _ 
of the :::i::..- s. C,;::c. · 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant-
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - I 
Revised: 10/14/05 
000203
.· "' .. 
3. Defendant-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
DATED this~ day of-=_j'---u.-'-'-...,-~ _______ , 20~. 
~b-s.g,\ \_ · ~y 't: N5€> "1° 
efendant-Appe I I ant 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STA TE OF IDAHO 




~bW L. ~'-Jc..~"'1 , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the _-:t... __ . s_. _c_._:C __________ _ 
under the care, custody and control of Warden_S?i~\=o~d~~~s~------
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I Oil 4105 
000204
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to. 
DATED This~ day of~~-""'-....,-~------' 20-12_. 
~hs~..\- \- · ~'l't:.~SE>N 
Defendant-Appellant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this z,7 day 
of __ ~---=~-· 20!1_. 
(SEAL) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: I 0/14/05 
000205
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of --- -------, 20 __ , I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
~A_..cA~9~-0_~.P~-' __ County Prosecuting Attorney 
<21~.\- \.- · sh,vm.seN 
Defendant-Appel I ant 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 




Full Narne of Party Filing Document 
__ _.1_~~Q9_":<_J_l4 ____________ _ 
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) 
b.Q.•~-~:+ -~!.- <=o -:=i 10.i ____ _ 
City. State and Zip Code 
Telephone~!~-----------
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE L\ :\:.h. JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF __,_A~cfu=C:l=------
vs. 
---~dS:: e>~ -::c.cAc::.ho 
Defendant. 
-- ----------------·------' 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
"J$lPlainliff D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees, 
and swears under oath 
1. This is an action for (type of case) ~§?..'t.d \.\- ~11. j\......_<t S'<--..."V~Ji A?¥ t.o. \ . I 
believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for. 
2. mJ have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
1.ivhichever is less. 
MOTIOf'J ANO AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED "'\ I ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 




4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of· (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A". Al\ach additional pages if more space is 
needed for any response.) 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name(i\b'C...<l...+ b. sh VLNSe N 
/\ddress: 
Other name(s) I have used: NJ ft 
I 
How long ai that address? _9)-=--'"""'--'-6 ________ Phone: _ _,_N=-i-/ ...... &....._ ______ . 
I 
Year and place of birth: \ q_loo ' tR.cNCL 
DEPENDENTS: 
I~ single D married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to identify children) are: __ _ 
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: $~er D week D month 
MOTION ANO AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 




Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: __ N"-\-+/_A-_,__ _______ _ 
I 
My spouse's income:$ _ _.}!...;.....+-/ ...... A'--- per D week 0 month. 
I 
ASSETS: 
L.ist all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. N / 4 
Your 
/\ddress City State 
Legal 
Description Value Equity 
·--------------------------------------
List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
Cash ___ _ 
eceivables 
Vahick~s 
eank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts 
Stocks/Bond s/lnvestments/Certificates of Deposit 
Trust Funds 
Retirement A ccounts/IRAs/401 (k)s 
Cash ValL.;e Insurance 
/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles Motorcycles 
F:urniture//\p pliances 
Jewelry/Anti q ues/Collectibles 







Horses/Livestock/Tack. _________________ _:,.) ___ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTl/\L PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 




Other (describe)_ ______ ~_) .f\. 




r~ent!House Payment. __ '}.),,_,,_,./--'(A=-----~-._o,_-----------
' 
Vehicle Pciyrnent(s) ___ _,__N...r.+-} ft,_._ ______ ~_...__ ________ _ 
I 
Credit Cards (List last four digits of each account number.) 
N./& 
Loans (name of lender and reason for loan) 






J\uto Fuel \ 
/l,uto Maint enance 
Cosmetics /Haircuts/Salons 
Entertainn' .ent/Books/Magazines 
Home lnsL 1rance 
' 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTl/,L PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 







Auto Insurance N 1 A 
------------'--,+------------~ 
Medical Insurance ___________ -+-------------
Medical Expense ____________ -+------------




How much can you borrow?$---~------- From whom? __________ _ 
When did you file your last income tax return? _ ?-'--. ___ Amount of refund: $-~----.. ---
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.) 
Address Phone Years Known Name / 
________ __,}.l'-"'-+11-r&-.,i.=.-----------------




STATE OF IDAHO 
County of _ _.A-'-=d,_cz.-=-----
SS. 
S UBS CR I l3 ED AND SWORN before me on this 't-1 day of ~\.L. "'U9l 
Not Public for Idaho 
Residing at ft Z 
Commission expires 2r f.R['J} L( 
( 
l\:lOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
C/\O FW 1-14 6i8/2011 
PAGE 5 
000211
'• ,1 J .. 
= IDOC TRUST =========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES -------------------- 06/20/2013 = 
Doc No: 92674 Name: STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS 
Account: CHK Status: INDIGENT 
ISCI/UNT14 PRES FACIL 
TIER-A CELL-69 
Transaction Dates: 06/20/2012-06/20/2013 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
0.00 8.00 5.30 2.70DB 
================================ TRANSACTIONS ================================ 
Date Batch Description Re·f Doc Amount Balance 
10/17/2012 II0603368-003 071-MED CO-PAY 
11/01/2012 II0605024-120 211-0CT PAY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Idaho Department of Correction 
535239 
PENDYNE 
I hereby cenif) •ha! 1he foregoing is a full, bUe and 
correct copy of an lil~trument as the same now remains 
on file and of rel' d in my office. /J A~ 










CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of ______ , 20_, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the APPELLANT'S BRIEF via prison mail systerm for 
processing to the United States mail system, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF - 8 
Revised: 10/14/05 
Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720-00 I 0 
000213
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
RECEIV·ED 
JUN 2 8 2013 
Ada County Clerk 
N0.--:-;7-;:'"-;:;-~~-----// _' ~cb FILED A.M. __  .,.. _____ P,.M ___ _ 
JUL 0 9 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 











Criminal No. CR-FE-2008-0019663 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ON DIRECT APPEAL 
The above-named Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, being 
~ 
indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County 
Public Defender's Office in the District Court, and said 
Defendant having elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-
entitled matter; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That the Idaho 
State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
above named Defendant, ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, in all matters 
pertaining 
DATED 
to the direct appeal. 
This __.:J__ day of~, 
District Judge 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL 
000214
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 41173 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 9th day of August, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
,,, ........ , ,,, .. , 
.... ' <)'.\ 4TH J{/.A '•,, 
.... •'\~ U> # 
CHRISTOPHER D. RIClt ,..I::)~ .............. ~<)_ '•,. 
~ '-'• •"1'.-:0 
Clerk of the District Co~ l of THE sr-'17' \ <' ':. ... _. ¢'•a-
:o:::: : ...... : :E-• -OF- .en: 
~ ::::!: By J/2.J " • DAH / ~ j 
~ .. .. ~ .. 
Deputy Clerk ~,., •••• •••• , .. . 
###'YI) ee ~'\ .... . 
• ,, PoR ADt\ co'i::i ,, .. .. .. , ,, 
'''"""'' 
000215
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 41173 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: 
~UG 0 9 2.0\3 
~~~~~~~~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
000216
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 41173 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
28th day of June, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
